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Universities cut
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1982 budgets,

BSU loses $573,900
State universities had to cinch their belts a few
notches tighter this month after state revenues
plunged below projections for April.

r
'
r

A May 19 directive from Governor John Evans
ordered state agencies to cut S7.2 million from their
budgets between now and the end of the fiscal year
June 30. Of that, the State Board of Education must
come up with $3.6 million, most of it from higher
education.
Boise State's share of the budget cut �s SS73,900.
To help make up the shortfall, Evans issued an
executive order May 11 which put state employees
on a 32-hour work week until June 30. The order
also placed a freeze on hiring the rest of the fiscal
year and limited out·of-state travel.
BSU president John Keiser said the university will
close Fridays to comply with the Governor's order.
About 200 employees paid with general funds will
be affected.
BSU said good-by to graduates and hello to the Pavilion at Commencement May 16.

Graduation unique;
oldest, youngest
graduates honored.
As graduations go, the 1982 Commencement may
have been the most eventful in Boise State's SO year
history.
During the single ceremony the school graduated
the largest class in its history; awarded a degree to
Jay Luo, the youngest graduate in the history of the
U.S.; honored the first BJC graduating class and
faculty from 1934; passed the 20,000 mark in alumni
membership; and, for a topper, opened the new
S17.S million BSU Pavilion.

The event was capsulized by BSU president John
Keiser,who asked graduates to reflect on what was
happening around them.
"I cannot comment on what is about to occur ...
I orily ask that you look around you," he said in his
opening remarks.
About 4,000 parents,family members,and friends
of graduates filled the lower seats of the pavilion to
watch the end of academic journies,which in several
cases took decades to complete.
Graduates ranged in age from 12-year old Jay Luo,
math,to 69-year old Jane Mihelich,accounting.
BSU used the occasion to single out Milt Small and
Steve Muffley for Silver Medallion awards for their
service or achievement.
Small,executive director of the State Board of
Education for the last 10 years,will retire from that
post in December.
"He has developed a keen and objective under
standing of the funding and operation of the agen
cies under the State Board. He has been honest and

unbiased ...he has been willing to defend what he

believed was right to the point of being courageous
...we shall all miss him," said Keiser in presenting

the award.
Muffley,who graduated with a degree in political
science, has been active in programs that serve han

dicapped students.
"He has an ability for open and sensitive commun

ication with a variety of people.While this young

Faculty are exempt because they completed their
contractural obligations about the same time that
the executive order was issued. Employees paid with
local funds, such as the bookstore, are not affected.

man has no oral speech, his acomplishments speak
far louder than words," said Keiser.
BSU honored two faculty, William Carson in
accounting and Robert Sylvester in history, with
emeritus status.
BSU also paid tribute to alumni and faculty, includ
ing president Eugene Chaffee, who began the school
in 1932. In Boise for a class reunion, they were
seated in a special section near the stage. Other BJC
alumni from 193S-40 were seated in a special
section.
"This is a special time to have you back at BSU.
The high spirit and morale that you exhibited when
you founded BJC remain with us today and are just
as important to this institution now as they were SO
years ago," said Keiser.

Keiser said in reality most administrators will not
cut their hours, but just won't be paid for them.
"It seems we're being taken a little bit for granted
because of that," he said at a news conference.
Boise State will offer a full schedule of summer
school courses, even though some offices may be
closed on Fridays. The library will remain open by
employees rotating days off.
Two important :egistration dates, June 4 for
summer school and June 18 for early fall, will con
tinue as scheduled. Employees who work those Fri
days will be given another day off, Keiser said.
Savings from the 32-hour week will amount to

SI6S,OOO at Boise State.The rest of the $S73,900

Youngest graduate
gets national fame

shortfall will be made up by cutting land acquisition
and plaint maintenance ($80,000), a new student
information system ($87,700), a campus master plan
($100,000 ),part-time faculty and staff salaries
($84,SOO), and operating expenses and equipment

From the minute he appeared in BSU's new pavil
ion arena,it was evident that Jay Luo,Boise,was not
just any student about to graduate. from college.
'Cameramen and reporters descended on him,
pressing closer as he tried to hide behind his class
mates.And when he received his degree,he had
trouble finding his way through the maze of lights

purchases

and cameras.
It was that kind of a day for)ay,who at 12-years
old became the youngest college graduate in the his
tory of the U.S.when he received his mathematics
degree from Boise State on May 16.
It was a achievement that drew national press

Alternative plans to make up the shortfall were
rejected by the State Board,which presi�nt Gene
Miller,Coeur d'Alene,said did not have the power
to override an executive order of the governor.

coverage,including a team from NBC television's

TodaySbow.

.

Jay's father Zong,a computer engineer at Hewlett
Packard Company,said at a pre-graduation press
conference that his son's rapid acceleration through
college has been a "sweet and sour,up and down
experience."
Luo said he and his family will move to Palo Alto
area in California to be with Jay when he begins
graduate work at Stanford,possibly this summer.
"This is the only way I can see to do it...to move
the whole family to be with Jay," he said.
Jay was nine when he enrolled full-time at BSU

(Continued on page 5)

($S6,700).

Keiser, along with the other university preside�ts,
argued against the short work week a� � meeting of
the State Board of Education May 12,stating that
universities should be allowed to carry out full ser
vices to the public.

·

That left the universities scrambling to make final
preparations to finish the school year and carry out
commencement exercises.At BSU,several
employees worked without pay that Friday so grad
uation could come off as scheduled.

Keiser,speaking to a meeting of staff and faculty,
praised BSU employees for their- spirit.
"This university is a good place to work because
you make it that way.Most universities our size have
a budget $4-6 million more than ours.Your high
morale is what makes up that differ�nce.
''You've given more than the state has the right to
expect," Keiser said.
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Quilt blocked
-for'Readerman'

Contents

A recent present to "Readerman"
moved Dr. William Kirtland, director
of the BSU Reading Center, to tears.
The gift, a thank-you quilt made of

2-3/ Campus News
4/ Perspective

blocks representing characters and
scenes from favorite books, came
from the children who have been
attending remedial reading sessions
at the center this spring and the
graduate students who tutored them.
Among the blocks drawn with
fabric crayons are ones depicting

51 Precocious kids
6/'30 reunion
7 /Warwick profile
8-10/'82 graduates
11/Muffley profile
12/From Peru to BSU
13/Environment study

such popular children's books as 1be

little Red Hen, jonathan livingston
Seagull, and 1be Cat in the Hat.

14/ Pavilion opens
15/Foreign language

The project symbolizes a change in
attitudes about reading that is typical

Dr. William Kirtland shows book quilt made for him by BSU Reading Center
Students.
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A BSU Channel 4 educational tele
vision production written by two
Boise school teachers
selected for national distribution.
Rainbow Road, a four-part series
produced by KAID to help parents
prepare their children to read, will
be offered to classrooms and public
television stations in the U.S. by the
Great Plains National (GPN) Instruc
tional Television Library.
The programs, which were broad
cast by all three public television sta
tions in Idaho last winter, were writ
ten by Lois McLean and Gladys
Talbott, both reading specialists for
the Boise School District.
Idaho parents, children, teachers
and child development specialists
acted in the series, which was partly
funded by a grant from the Associa
tion for the Humanities in Idaho.
"We're really pleased that Idaho's
expertise is being recognized at the
mftional level," McLean said.
According to Twila Liggett, GPN
·assistant director for acquisitions,
selection of Rainbow Road was
based on both the content and the
production quality of the KAID
sent;�
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N'il'rs·e·s lJwork
with refuge-es
Cooperation between the BSU
Nursing Department, the Boise
YMCA and the Idaho Central District
Health Department is helping Asian
refugee mothers now living in Idaho
give the proper health �are to their
infants.
According to Ingrid Brudenell, BSU
nursing instructor, students in the

baccalaureate degree nursing class
Health-Illness II, all of whom are reg
istered nurses working toward a four
year degree, have worked with these
agencies and refugees from Laos and

Vietnam during the past semester in
an evening class promoting health
concepts relating to pregnancy and
infant care.
"Although the refugees need help
to understand products and customs
new to them, many of the mothers
<ton
s yet, so the stu
dents meeting with them have had to
work with a translator and have used
a lot of visual aids," Brudenell said.
Materials have been printed up in
the languages spoken by the refugees,
but a number of the women don't
read their native tongues, she said.
"One of our most important topics
has been to emphasize the impor
tance of breast feeding to the health
of the baby," she said. "Somehow,
refugees have gotten the impression
that the American way is to bottle
feed infants, and that's not good.
Breast feeding provides the babies
' with the most nutrients and immuni
ties, and besides, it's less expensive
for these people, who already may
have very limited incomes.
"We've demonstrated many
things," she said. "Most of the
women don't have washing
machines, so we show them how to
get their clothes dean with the prod
ucts we have here that they. are not
used to.
"We. bring infant car s;eats to class
to demonstrate how they work to
protect children-the women don't
usually have cars, but they are often
ptcked up by others, anq they need
to know how to keep cijildren safe in
automobiles," she said. ,
"The students have rddly done a
good job in demonstrati�g bathing,
clothing, safety concepts and nutri
tion. The public service �a'> really
been a good experience-for them,"
Br.udenell said.
� .
-
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of the nearly 1,400 students who
have come to the center over the
past ten years because they have
been unable to master the intricate
skills necessary to understand the
printed word.
Kirtland has fostered that change
of attitude by directing their tutors in
planning projects which include
coordinated reading, writing, and art
activities. The program focuses on
improving students' self-esteem while
boosting their reading skills.
"Some of these kids never have had
fun and interest in reading," Kirtland
said. "It's been a drudge. We really
turn the corner that way. They see
print as their friend."
And, as the quilt so graphically
points out, they see Kirtland as their
friend, too.
_

Vo-Tech, makes
Star fire truck
Cooperation between the volun
teer Star Fire District and the Boise
State University School of Vocational:
Technical Education has resulted in a
good-as-new brush fire truck ready
for use in the summer season.
Last year the Star district found
that its new dual purpose emergency
medical services and off-road fire
vehicle could not be two places at
...
·r·
, '
once.
The district's volunteer club pur
chased an old 3/4 ton four-wheel
c:lriVe Dotlge power wagon and
erllis ted the help of BSU's Vocational
Technical School to convert the ve
hicle into one that could be used to
fight fires.'';
Diesel shop students rebuilt the
engine, drive train, and brake system.

The welding class fabricated a brush
guard for the front of the truck, while
the auto body class did some body
work and buffed out the paint. The
machine shop built a hose rack and
reel and drilled holes into the engine
block for the fly wheel.
A siren, lights and a radio were

mounted and the chassis was ready
for the district to add pump hose and
nozzle. Now, the completely reno
vated brush truck, built for less than
S8,000, is ready to roll, just in time
for the summer fire seaon.
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Register June 4
for summer
Registration for summer school at
Boise State will be June 4 from 3 to 7
p.m. in the BSU Gymnasium.
More than 400 courses from 45
departments will be offered at BSU
during the two summer sessions,
including special topics classes,
workshops, tours, and evening
classes.
A number of special workshops
will be presented during the
summer.
BSU will also offer tours to
Washington, D.C., Ashland, Oregon,
and Mexico.
The Washington, D.C. tour, June 713, led by BSU history professor Dr.
John Caylor, will visit the nation's
capital, as well as Mount Vernon,
Arlington, Williamsburg, and
Jamestown.
Dr. Jerry Jose's trip to Saltillo, Mex
ico July 16-Aug. 7 will stress Spanish
language development. Dr. Norman
Gardner's students will spend 22
days in Mexico from June 7-29, visit
ing archaeological ruins, major cities,
and the Caribbean coast.
Students attending the Ashland
workshop will see seven plays and
participate in a one-week intensive
workshop in dramatic literature and
performance.
The five, eight, and ten-week
summer school sessions begin June
7, and a second five-week session
begins July 12.
Fees are S43.50 per credit hour
and S51 for graduate students.
Additional information is available
through the BSU Office of Continuing
Education at 385-3293.

Housing up
University housing and Student
Union Building housing and mainte
nance will cost BSU students more
beginning with fall semester
registration.
The Idaho State "Board of Educa
tion agreed in its May meeting to
grant the increases.
Cost for living in a residence hall
double room and buying 19 meals ;t

ANTHROPOLOGY GRADUATES FIRST CLASS

CHILO CARE CENTER OPEN

The Boise State University Sociology, Anthro
pology, and Criminal Justice Department gradu
ated its first class in anthropology this May,
according to department chairman Or. Max
Pavesic.
The department was authorized to grant degrees
in anthropology two years ago, Pavesic said.

The Boise State University Child Care Center is
now accepting enrollments of children of BSU
personnel, students who will attend BSU next fall
and summer school students
The center will ba open in the new BSU Pavilion
weekdays June 7-Aug. 13, from 7 a.m.-5 p.m., and
will enroll children ages two and one-half and
older.
For further Information about the BSU Child

PRESIDENT ESSAY WINNERS NAMED
Six Boise State students have been named
winners of the 1982 President's Essay Awards.
Janet Hiatt, a sophomore marketing/English
major from Colorado Springs, Colo., was the first
place winner In the critical writing category with
her essay "Music for Genius" written about a
recent collection of essays Music for Chameleons
by U.S. author Truman Capote.
Barbara Martin, a junior psychology major from
Seattle, Wash., was the first place winner in the
expository writing category with "Incident at Loon
Creek," a historical account of the Idaho Sheep
eater War which resulted from a massacre of Chi
nese miners by a band of Indians, but, according
to later reports, probably was committed by white
men disguised as Indians.
Celeste Barrus, Boise, a freshman English major,
won first place in the personal writing category
with "Todd," her account of the fatal illness of her
young son.
Ail first place winners received $100 prizes.
Receiving second place awards of $50 each
were: Jamie Lou Draper, a junior elementary edu
cation major from Emmett, for her critical essay; Jill
D. Rhodes, Boise, a freshman accounting major,
for expository writing; and Michael Atkinson,
Boise, a freshman pre-nursing major. for personal
writing.
Funds for the contest prizes were donated by
Boiee Cascade Corporation, BSU Faculty Wives
and Women, Idaho Federation of Teachers, J.R.
Simplot Co.. Morrison-Knudsen Co., and Statewide
Stores, Inc.
BSU DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCES NAMED
CIVILIAN AIDE TO U.S. SIXTH ARMY
Or. William J. Keppler, dean of the BSU School
of Arts and Sciences, has been named civilian
aide to the U.S. Secretary of the Army for the Sixth
Army area encompassing 15 western states.
As Idaho's civilian aide since 1979, he has inter
preted and discussed army policies throughout the
state, and has kept the Secretary of the Army
advised of Idaho opinion on matters of interest to
the army.
PUSHCART PRESS SELECTS AHSAHTA POEM

which all full-time students pay for
maintenance of the Student Union
Building.
That increase was necessary to
cover increased food and utility
costs, university officials said.
The board also approved the Uni
versity's request for two custodians
and a heating and air conditioning
craftsman for the new Pavilion.
Salaries for those positions will be
funded from Pavilion receipts.

Several Boise State advertising design students
have received recent awards.
Pattee Light, Mountain Home, submitted the
winning design for the 1982-83 BSU catalog
cover, and Katie A. Thacker, Boise. won the com
petition for desigmng next year's student hand·
book COver.
BSU students won all four places in the recent
annual Idaho "Hire the Handicapped" poster com
petition. Robin Dougal, Caldwell. won first place
with a poster which was also one of two runners
up in the national college and university "Hire the
Handicapped" poster competition.
Brian Florence, Twin Falls, won second place in
the poster competition; Carlos A Seguel Jr., Santi
ago, Chile, won third place; and Unda Newby,
Boise, won fourth.
Two $500 scholarships from the Boise Advertis
ing Federation have been awarded to Craig Fors
dick, Boise, and Lisa Braun, Mud lake.
SENIOR WINS SHASTA SWEEPSTAKES
Terri Conant, a senior at Boise State University,
will be using the $5,000 she won in a recent Diet
Shasta sweepstakes as an Investment in her future

She will graduate In December, and is a member
of Alpha Kappa Psi business society.

The worlds of poetry and calligraphy-the art of
elegant handwriting-will combine in an exhibit of
the work of fifteen Oregon poets on the second
floor of the BSU Student Union Building June 14·
July 11.

increase from S50 to S55 in the fee

ADVERTISING DESIGN AWARDS

the devil because her husband still loves her In
spite of her affliction.
"What the Gossips Saw" was selected from
4,000 other entries for publication In the anthology,
which a(lnually promotes small book presses and
literary magazines, according to Ahsahta Press
edjtor Dale K. Boyer.
Ague Negra, one of the Ahsatrta Poets of the
West series, was published last summer at BSU.

83 academic year, up S125 from
Sl,970.

from S125-S224.
The board also granted a S5

Or. Rosalie Pratt, Brigham Young University pro
fesor of music education, will direct the thirteenth
annual Boise State University elementary music
education workshop June 28-July 2.
She will lead workshop sessions on both meet
Ing the musical needs of handicapped students
June 28-30, and teaching music to traditional stu
dents June 30-July 2.
Pratt, who has taught music for 20 years in pub
lic schools, colleges and universities, is also the
current project director of Music Educators for the
Handicapped, Inc.
For further information about thtl music educa
tion workshop, contact Dr. Gerald Schroeder, BSU
Music Department, 1910 University Drive, Boise,
Idaho 83725, telephone 385-3299.

rather than in her college wardrobe.
The 21-year-old communications/general busi
ness major from Coeur d'Alene is the national
winner of Diet Shasta's "You Wear It Well" sweep
stakes with a grand prize of a $5,000 wardrobe.
�� had thought about spending the money, but
decided to do the smart thing and invest it for my

POETRY·CAUIGRAPHY EXHIBIT

Family housing rates will range

MUSIC EDUCATION WORKSHOP

A poem from the Boise State Ahsahta Press
volume Agua Negra by Leo Romero has been
selected for publication in the seventh annual
Pushcart Press Anthology.
The poem, "What the Gossips Saw," is one of
Romero's depictions of Hispanic traditions and
culture. It Is about a crippled woman, whom the vil
lage women envy and suspect of trafficking with

week will go to S2,095 for the 1982-

from Sl31 to S235 per month, up

Care Center reservations, contact director Grace
Hardy, 385-3979.

The writers, whose works are printed in different
writing styles, Inks and papers for the exhibit are
Oregon's poet laureate William Stafford; literary
magazine editors John Witte, Verlena Orr Richard
son, and Mark Thalman; letter press printers How
ard Aaron and Doris Avshalomov; creative writing
teachers Ralph Salisbury and Pet<Jr Sears; and
members of the Oregon Poets-In-the-Schools
program Ingrid Wendt, Kim Stafford, and Timothy
Barnes.
The five exhibiting calligraphers are Elizabeth
Anderson, Marian Carlson, lnga Dubay, lois
McClelland, and Uza Schulte.
Breakwater Presa, Portland, has also printed
Illustrated versions of six of the poems.
For further information about the poetry
calligraphy exhibit, contact BSU Student Union
Director Denny Freeburn, 385-1551.

future," Conant said when told about the prize.

IDAHO MIGRANT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Idaho Migrant Council has announced the
development of a Hispanic scholarship fund, and
hopes to raise $8,000 by September to fund eight
Idaho Hispanic students for one year at Idaho col
leges and universities.
According to fund directors, over $1,000 has
already been donated toward the scholarships.
The project was begun as a result of recent
reductions in federal scholarship and loal't
programs.
For further information about the scholarship
fund, contact Jack Alotto, at the Idaho Migrant
Council Boise office, 345-9761.
STUDENTS ENTER MEDICAL FIELDS
Seven Boise State University students have
been accepted into schools of medicine, dentistry,
veterinary medicine, and medical technology.
Ronald W. Cornwell, a 1982 BSU pre-medical
graduate, has been admitted to the University of
Nevada-Reno School of Medicine.
Vickie Kaiser Quesnell, a 1982 health science
studies graduate, will enter the School of Dentistry
at the University of Louisville, Ky.
linda J. Ruppel, a 1981 chemistry graduate, has
been admitted to the Virginia Commonwealth Uni
versity School of Dentistry In Richmond.
Wayne L Claiborn, a 1982 pre-dental graduate,
has been accepted by dentistry schools at
Creighton University, Omaha, Neb., and the Uni
versity of Washington, Seattle.

Wayne David Woodward, graduating this month
in biology, and linda J. Dworak, a 1981 biology
graduate, will both attend the College of Veterinary
Medicine at Washington State University, Pullman.
Mary K. Robinson, a 1982 health sciences stud·
ies graduate, and Paul Earl Carpenter, a 1978
health sciences studies graduate, will both enter
the Sl Alphonsus Regional Medical Center School
of Medical Technology in Boise.
WESTERN LIFE AND LETTERS SCHOLARSHIP
The first BSU Elmer Keith Scholarship for $1 ,000
has been awarded to Usa K. Criner, Coeur
d'Alene.
Criner, a graduating senior with a 4.0 grade
point average from Coeur d'Alene High School, is
an accomplished horsewoman. She writes short
stories and poetry, and has also been a member of
the school's volleyball team.
She Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herb L
Criner. Coeur d'Alene.
She plans to enroll at BSU as an English
Communication major.
The Elmer Keith scholarship was established in
1978 to honor the long-time Idaho author and
small arms authority. Students who receive the
award are required to exhibit an interest and talent
in natura writing and achievements In horseman
ship and/or marksmanship.

..

Keith, who was an editor for the Outdoorsman
magazine for 12 years, has published nine books,
including an autobiography, and has been the
executive editor of Guns and Ammo magazine.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Two scholarships to BSU have been announced
this week by the Financial Aid Office.
The Caldwell Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Schol
arship for a varying amount Ia limited to residents
of Owyhee and Canyon counties who are entering
a training program in a patient-related health
occupation.
Deadline for applications, including a personal
statement, three letters of recommendation and a
grade transcript, is June 15. Applications should
be sent to the Auxiliary Scholarship Committee,
Caldwell Memorial Hospital, 1717 Arlington Ave.,
Caldwell, 10 83605.
A $500 scholarship from the Omicron Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma Is offered to women graduate
students In education.
Applications including a grade transcript and
personal statement are due July 1 in the Financial
Aid 0.11ce, room 117 of the Administration Build
ing, 1910 University Drive, 83725.

�

BSU HOUSING AVAILABLE
Summer housing in the BSU Towers and year
round one and two bedroom apartments In two
university omplexes are available for new and con
tinuing BSU students.
Cost for the double rooms in the Towers, located
on the west end of the campus near the Boise
River and Capitol Boulevard, is $3 per night.
The rooms are arranged In a circle around a
center lounge which has its own study and typing
room. a small kitchenette, and laundry facilities.
Each room is equipped with a telephone, air condi·
tioner, and bathroom.
Summer residents of the Towers will be able to
purchase Saga Food Service coupon books for
meals In the Student Union Snack Bar and
cafeteria.
Beginning July 1, prices for the apartments with
utilities are $202 per month for one-bedroom and
$235 for two bedrooms.

l

For further Information about the BSU housing,
contact the Office of Student Residential Ufe,
385-3986.

ENGUSH CHAIRMEN MEET FOR SUMMER
SEMINAR
Members of the National Aasoclation of Depart
ments of English will gather at Boise State Univer
sity June 24-27 for two days of eeminar
discussions.
Dr. Charles Davis, chairman of the BSU English
Department will preside over the opening general
session at 9 p.m. Thursday, June 24 in the BSU
Student Union Building.
At that meeting, James E. Miller, Jr., chairman of
the English department of the University of Chi
cago, will give the conference keynote addresa "A
New Look at the Value of the liberal Arts."
Boise State English professors James Maguire,
James Hadden and Glenn Selander will lead the
film disculsion "The West In Pieces: Five Easy
Pieces" at 9 p.m. saturday, June 26, in the BSU
Special Events Center.
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Idaho: the land of opportunity?

people in our Honors Program afford to attend school elsewhere? And I spoke
with a parent who clearly could afford to send her son to a university anywhere
he wished to go, but he had been severely injured and needed the support of
being near his parents on regular occasions. Without BSU his life would be con

John H. Keiser, President

siderably more narrow.

Boise State University
Boise State University particularly and higher education generally deserve
support and priority ranking in society because they create opportunities for
their students which would otherwise be unavailable. I have made that argument
so often to groups and to individuals in both the private and public sectors that
it must sound cliched. Yet, the events of the past few weeks gave that claim of
opportunity through education a compelling substance for me.
For example, I heard a large number of individuals from the classes of the
t 930's await their turn for a portable microphone to briefly explain what BJC

meant to them. The general message from this group of successful persons back

Interestingly enough, the University is hearing from increasing numbers of
parents who used to send their sons and daughters away to school, but who now
need the cushion which living at home, the possibility of a part-time job, and
avoiding out-of-state tuition provide. What they insist on, of course, is a quality
educational experience. Some even want the class of their choice from a particu
lar instructor at a special time. After all, in business, in the real world, when cus
tomers line up isn't that a good sign and aren't their demands joyously met out
of increasing profit?
That's where the 32-hour week comes in. That's where equitable funding
among universities becomes critical. That's where the declining portion of state

to attend a reunion commemorating our SOth anniversary was that without "the

budget to higher education in the last four years plays a role. That's where the

college" their lives and careers would have been much less rewarding because

advantage of some of the lowest tax rates in the nation becomes a disadvantage.

tht:y could not afford to leave Boise to attend school. As the economy turns

That's where leadership is indispensable, even in an election year.

down in the 1980's that claim will become an increasing reality. We awarded
nearly t SOO degrees or certificates at this year's graduation, and we turned away
qualified students last fall.

It is true that there has never been a great city without a great university. And
it is also true that civilization itself depends upon education. While Germany and
Japan rebuilt their postwar economies and their industrial base from almost

And there were a numbet of moving individual examples of the meaning of

complete collapse into modern, highly competitive entities, nuclear weapons

opportunity. One J>f those who received the Silver Medallion at 2raduation was a
quadriplegic whose unlimited courage and spirit impressed us all, but whose

and the possibility of total destruction may mean the United States will have to
revitalize its economy through improved technology, better ideas, service, and

life must have been considerably different without the opportunities BSU was

sacrifice rather than

privileged to provide for him. The world r.1ay well be changed by a contribution

If we are to admit and to educate those who wish to enter Boise State University

yet to be made by the youngest baccalaureate in American history who also par

next fall, we need understanding and support from those within the University

war.

ticipated in our graduation ceremonies. The question is would that potential

expected to do their jobs as well as from those in the city and the state who

exist without the chance to attend BSU; or could those other very bright young

must make these critical opportunities possible.

ren?" remains an open one. Most families use a var

Opi·n-ion
Dr. Wylla D. Barsness, BSU professor of psychol
ogy, gave the following short address on sex and
work roles in our culture and their effects on the
family to the American Association of University
Women conference on Families and Work at Idaho
Falls in late April.

iety of methods-anQ a large prgpol'&ion of these fami
lies believe that employers should take a more active
part in providing care for children.
It is essential that all of us who care about human

beside the c.:radle in the home. At the same time
other voices demand that women assert their power
by working alongside men in the marketplace.
Behavior differs from both of these voices. Women

are working in larger numbers than ever before.
Current figures show that more than half of American
mothers are holding jobs. But they earn only S9 per
cent of the amount that men in comparable posi
tions earn. Most of them work to maintain a basic
standard of living for their families. Many of them are
single heads of households, occupying a dispropor
tionate share of poverty level households
Our attitudes about this situation are conflicting.
A recent sun·t:y by General Mills of working men
and women shows that S2 percent think that both
parents working outside the home has a generally
negative effect on the family, but HS percent agree

1
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that women with families should be gh·en equal
opportunities to work and have careers. Also 83
percent agree that fathers and mothers should play
an equal part in child care and household work.

However, in the U.S. (as in other countries) about
7'5 percent of this work is done by the women.
Currently in the Reagan administration there is a
great deal of praise for the family but very little sup
port for services to protect it. Any beginnings of
wider attention to child care services have been

ended in the current bureaus. Marion Edelman of
the Children's Defense Fund has stated that there are
now no powerful advocates for chldren's rights or
causes in the current political scene.
So the question, "Who is taking care of the child4

employer matches. Collections from the Festival '82
at KAID-7V exceeded the group's goal of S250,000.

life work together to form supportive groups to

It's impressive that pledges were phoned from more
than 100 towns in the station's viewing area during

munities can combine resources to provide more

the 16-day campaign. More than 6,000 pledges were
received during the campaign.

adequate support for families in terms of group care,
availability of part-time jobs, flexible working hours
.
and services for children and parents

In the United States today we hear mixed mes
sages about the family. Strident voices from one sec
tor warn that we are in danger of moral decay unless
we return to a traditional family structure where
men work and women take their proper places

I refer to the report that the most recent fund
raising effort for Boise State University's public tele
vision station resulted in S260,220 in pledges and

solve these problems. Parents, employers and com

•
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It will have to encourage and to increase opportunity.

Boise is the 143rd public 1V market in the coun
try, but it ranks 21st in the actual number of pledges
received. It's been reported that 61 per cent of

Raustabout

homes in Treasure Valley tune into Channel 4 some

By Bob Rauatadt

viewers per capita than any other public 1V station
in the whole U.S.A

Reprinted from the Welser Signal-American

It's significant to note that a headline in the Boise
Statesman said "Viewers like Idaho's public 1V-but
the Legislature doesn't." In other words the Legisla
ture is prejudiced in favor of the steadily declining
quality of commercial television.
Cuts in state aid for public 1V in Idaho, plus the
threat of federal cuts, cloud the future.
State Sen. David Little, Emmett, cochairman of the
Legislature's powerful Joint Finance-Appropriations
Committee, might be identified as the Legislature's

leading enemy of Idahoan's right to have a 1V

alternative.
lJttle has been quoted as saying he opposes the
"concept" of state funding of public television. To
him it's a matter of ideology.
Someone should take Little aside and explain to
him that public television is a part of the state's uni
versity �ystem-that it has high educational value.
It's an important, highly constructive part of the
state's education s-ystem. Kids find their favorite pro

times during the week, an exceptionally high rate of
viewership for public television. KAID gets more

It's obvious that more and more people are turn
ing to KAID as a much-needed alternative to com
mercia11V.
The sum of S260,220 is just a drop in the bucket
when you compare it with the looming national
deficit, but it stands out as a highly robust sample of
the degree of disillusionment with commercial 1V
and the appreciation of the superior quality that
public television offers. I'd go so far as to say that it's
an obvious kick in the pants for commercial 1V. A
substantial portion of the Idaho viewing population
has spoken out in a positive manner.

Thanks
The 1932-1940 Boise Junior College Class Reun
ion, one of the many events celebrating the Golden
Anniversary, was held May 15-16.
I would like to thank all the members of the reun
ion group for their enthusiasm and support. Many of

grams on public 1V.
If Little succeeds in getting enough other legisla
tors to go along with him on his ideological trip, the
use of tax funds for other Idaho educational institu

the group travelled from Virginia, Mississippi and

tions, including primary and secondary public

endless hours of time and energy in order to make

schools, may also become endangered.
But I'm glad to hear, thanks largely to concerned
viewers in the Boise viewing area, that public televi

the reunion the success that it was

sion hasn't quite become extinct in Idaho.

The new concerning television is not all bad.
There's one small but strong. beam of light in the
public broadcasting field.

South Dakota to join their former classmates for this
spectacular event. Additionally, I would like to thank
members of the Reunion Committee who donated

.

It was a real pleasure to have worked with such an
exuberant group and we hope that these alumni will
continue their involvement with the Alumni Associa
tion in the future!
Dyke Nally
Alumni Director

Not alone
Gifted students enter BSU early

1

By Jeanette Germain
BSU News Services

Jay Luo graduates

jay Luo isn't the only one.

(Continued from page 1)

This spring, three other students under the age of

after skipping most of elementary school and all of

15 were enrolled at Boise State University. During

junior and senior high school. He graduated with

the fall term, five other "underage" students were

cum laude honors for a grade average of over 3.5. He

taking classes at the university.

also sailed through college in just three years and

Other U.S. colleges and universities are also

took more than the required number of credits to

responding to the needs of very gifted students. At

graduate.

the University of Washington, two 13-year-old stu

National test results placed jay in the upper

dents will graduate in mathematics this year. They

1/100th of one percent in mathematical aptitute for

are part of a special early entrance program which

his age group. His score for the Wechsler Adult

includes 32 full-time college students ranging in age

Intelligence Scale is one of the highest ever

from 13-18.

recorded for an eight year old.

At Boise State, jay Luo is unique in that he is the

He replaces Merrill Wolfe as the youngest Ameri

only underage student to attend classes full-time for

can college graduate according to the

the last three years. Most of his age-mates attended

Book of World Records.

BSU part-time or for just one class that they couldn't

in music at age 14.

take in their own public school.

Guinness

Wolfe graduated from Yale

i
f

Throughout his college studies, jay has been

Kermit Carter, for example, first came to Boise

(
i
(
�

guided by Dr. William Mech, director of BSU's

State for 1980 summer classes in computer pro

Honors Program and a math professor.

gramming and French. He was 11 years old at the

"The public schools did not offer anything that

time, and had just skipped from the 5th to the 7th

could challenge and meet Jay's needs. He was simply

grade.

beyond it," Mech told the media.

He enjoyed the classes so much that his parents

lyzed student he has ever seen.

more during the regular school year. This most

"From the beginning we were prepared to stop or

recent term, Kermit went to BSU half-day and junior
high the other half-day. He took computer pro
the mornings. Then he caught a bus to Fairmont jun
ior High to take reading, health, and earth science in
the afternoons.
Kermit thinks this special arrangement has been
good for him. "I was really nervous the first day," he
says of his experience at BSU. But he adjusted and so
did the other students, he says. Kermit feels he has
more friends and a better social life now that he can
work at his own level.
His junior high school friend Jim Valdez says that
the other kids sometimes make wisecracks about the
13-year-old college student but that Kermit under
stands junior high kids make wisecracks about
everything.
Former BSU student Roger Demaree had a similar
attitude cow.u-d his social life at school, his mother
Dorothy Demaree says. He understood that he was
younger than most college students, and that it
would probably take him a little longer to find
friends.
Roger began taking math classes at BSU when he

was 14 and still attending high school in Boise, his
mother said. At age 16, he entered MIT where he
studied math, physics, and general studies. The 20year-old graduated recently and is now enrolled in
Officers Candidate School in the U.S. Navy.
jay Luo, Kermit Carter, and Roger Demaree are
three examples of early enrollment successes at BSU.
But the program is still not without controversy.
Some believe the university should be doing even
much more for gifted youngsters. Others believe it

After classes at BSU and Fairmont Junior High, 13year-old Kermit Carter enjoys programming Infinite
kaleidoscope patterns on an Atarl home computer.

cal and intelligence testing. Mech consults with the
parents, the student, and with the public school sys
tem to determine if part-time classes or a fuller
course of study would benefit the student. Once
enrolled, the students are monitored to make sure
they are adjusting well.

got this incredible pool of raw talent that we've got
to cultivate."
Mech recognizes that the rapid acceleration of
children through the school system makes some
people uneasy. It frightens him sometimes, too.
But if you ask him how a 12-year-old is going to fit
in at Stanford, his answer is immediate and intense.
"How would someone like jay fit into an ordinary
5th or 6th grade classroom?" he asks. "Would you
rather leave him there, or someplace in between
where he may have even less in common with his
classmates?"
At BSU, precocious youngsters are rderred to BSU

pediatric psychologist Steve Thurber for psychologi-

ers, Mech has suggested that others with similar stu
dents put their experiences together into a collec
tion of cases that can be used as a guide.
jay, nervous from the bright lights and cameras at
the press conference, told reporters that putting

however, don't seem aware of that option.
One professor, who preferred to remain anony
mous, expressed some reservations about BSU's
handling of young students. In many cases, it is
advantageous to accelerate these students, he said.
But the degree of acceleration should be carefully
considered.
"It's too hard to back up without hurting people,"
he said. "And the future must be considered. What
happens to these people afterward?"
Mech agrees that all educators and parents should
be cautious.
"You need to always have a way to change or
reverse direction in a way that preserves the stu
dent's self-respect. You have to look ahead not just
to next semester but to the time this person will
graduate from college or from graduate school."
Dorothy Demaree suggests even more food for
thought. "The worst mistake we make is assuming

have a gifted child, it's easy to nurture only their

has been generally acknowledged," he says. "We've

"There just weren't many experiences to draw
on...there are no books written on it." To help oth

student before he or she is admitted. All professors,

enrolled.
BSU Honors Program Director BiU Mech believes

''We have many more of these gifted students than

Mech said advising jay was at times difficult
because there have been few other cases like it.

According to Dean of Admissions Guy Hunt, the

should be more careful with those students now

very gifted children and teenagers.

reverse the process. But he would frequently master
difficult material and go on for more," Mech said.

individual professors must also accept an underage

that intelligence is the only thing someone needs to

the university has an obligation to meet the needs of

f
�

Mech said the boy was the most tested and ana

approached the university for permission to take

gramming and creative writing at the university in

'
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make it in the world," she says. "It's such a joy to
intelligence and forget their other needs."
Gifted children also need emotional stability,
character, modesty, and a sense of humor, Demaree
reminds parents.
Kermit Carter adds an insightful warning to the
college professors involved. Be as tough with your
underage students as with your regular students, he

says Kennit doesn't want to have a professor go
.

"soft" on him, and consequently set him up for fail
ure at a later date.
Kermit thinks the university should consider two
things when accelerating students into college.
"One, does the kid want it? and two, can they handle
it?"

If so, Kermit hopes the students, parents, and edu
cators will fight for the opportunity. "A lot of people

have just as much ability as 1," he says. The differ
ence is "they haven't had the chance."

'

12-year old graduate Jay Luo

together a Rubik's cube is "impossible" and that he
really has no career plans.
"Was school ever boring for him before he came
to BSU?" he was asked.
"I,guess so," was Jay's response.
With �t, jay left the room and minutes later
rt¥U"Ched into the pavilion arena, where he received
his degree to the applause of the audience and flash
of cameras.
Jay's unusual accom'plishment attracted interna
tional media attention since the story broke in late
April.

�

The story ran in newspapers in Taiwan and Eng
land, and a West German magazine will run the fea
ture later this month. A correspondent for a daily
paper in Taiwan covered the graduation ceremony.
In the U.S., the story ran in nearly every major
paper in the country, including on the front page of
the Sunday New York Times and Cblcago
Photographers and reporters representing

Tribune,
People

magazine, Newsweek and Discover magazines were
at graduation. The National Enquirer sent a reporter

from Florida early in May, and the graduation story

ran on the national CBS News and Today show.
5

Home again
BJC graduates re-live college days
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One is a captain, another a colonel. Some are med
ical doctors or college professors, while others are
government workers, ranchers and housewives.
But for two brief days in May, they were all BJC
students again, in memory at least.
The occasion was the first reunion ever held of
th{" classes which attended Boise Junior College
when it was in St. Margaret's Hall between 1932-40.
Twenty-one members of the original 1932 class

between classes.
"There was no pomp and circumstance. You re
ceived a lot of individual help from your professors.. .it was just neat, it really was," explained James
Jenkins who was director of environmental health
for the Central District Health Department before he
retired two years ago.
One BJC alumni who was there from the very
beginning was Col. Kenneth Robertson, BJC's first

were back for the May 1S-16 reunion which was

student body president, now retired from the U.S.

sponsored by the BSU Alumni Office. They were

Army and Port of Tacoma, Washington.

joined by another 84 from the classes between
1935-40, and seven faculty.

His wife Lucile (Nelson) also was in the first class,
and later came back as the first BJC graduate to

For some, it was the first time they had seen their
classmates since their BJC days.

teach at the junior college.
It was a time when students and faculty pulled

Greeting each other at a reception, banquet and
brunch, the group exchanged stories about BSU's
earlier days. Some even got into a friendly debate
over which class picked the school colors.

First student body president Col. Kenneth Robert

together to overcome the adverse economic condi

son stand in front of the old door to St. Margaret's

tions, the Robertsons said.

Hall.

"We didn't have much money, but we sure had a

Barnwell and he agreed to make the school coedu

lot of fun," said Lucile.

They remembered BJC's beginning in 1932, one of
the worst years of the Great Depression. For many

counted. It was a small school...you weren't a

who attended the reunion, college was financially

number, you were a person," she said.

out of the question until Bishop Middleton Barnwell
began BJC so local.students could attend.

cational," Robertson explained.

"Everyone banded together. That was what really

BJC opened in 1932, but the school still lacked
wholehearted support from the community.
"Initially, there was great resistance at having a

Boise Junior College would have started as a

college in Boise. But he (Barnwell) got enough

school only for women had it not been for the lead

The 70 students and 8 faculty that opened the col
lege on Sept. 6, 1932 were a tight knit group who
put the school on a solid footing, Depression

ership of Robertson and fellow Boise High School

interest. The Chamber of Commerce and school

senior Dean Kloepfer.

board got behind it.
Robertson said the Chamber of Commerce wasn't

In 1932 BJC founder Biship Middleton Barnwell

notwithstanding.
Bill Jorgenson's story was typical. Now a reserach

wanted to convert St. Margaret's school, which was

anxious to embrace the new school in the heart of

only for girls, into a junior college. Robertson and

the Depression, until president Ed Sproat appointed

librarian for the San Diego Navy Electronics Library,

Kloepfer met Barnwell several times, trying to con

a study commission to determine if the Chamber

.Jorgenso.l said in 1932 "if you were a person with
out the means, you didn't go to school. I was very

vince him to include boys too.

should support BJC.

grateful they started BJC because otherwise I
couldn't have gone to school," he said, adding that

way he could swing it. He didn't have enough funds
and he didn't have the facilities," explained

he earned his scholarship by ringing the bell

Robertson.
But Barnwell was interested enough to let the two

"Sproat was a supporter of the school. He was very

He was very interested, but he said there was no

selective as to who he put on that committee...he
only appointed people who favored BJC.
"Not long after that the chamber began to give
some support," Robertson laughed.

boys survey the Treasure Valley towns to see if there

Did he have any idea back in 1932 that tiny BJC

was interest among the male high school seniors.

would grow into what it is today?

"We toured the schools in the area to gauge inter

"I always felt

est and later circulated petitions.

if it could get by the first IS' years it

would turn into a real fine school. It makes those of

"The response was so gratifying that it sold Bishop

us in that first class feel real good."
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Howard Anderson and Elsie Cutler Henry view
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rd Kehrer enjoyed the '30's reunion May 15.

yearbooks from their junior college days.

IN TOUCH
JOBS

�-

& PROMOTIONS

recruit training at the Marine Corps Recruit Depo�
Parris Island, S.C.

Anne E. Hamilton ('73. RN) is working as the
school nurse for the Cortland School District and
working toward a bachelor's degree in Cortland,
NY.
Dave Knecht ('77, Bus. Mgt) is working as a
sales manager lor Metropolitan Insurance Com
panies in Spokane, WA.

William 0. Solterbeck ('81) has been commis
sioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force
upon graduation from officer training school in
Texas.
Nathan 0. Jacobson (Geology/Geophysics) has
been named supervisor of the U.S. Geological
Survey Office in Idaho Falls.

Stan Olsen ('68, Bus. Admn.) is a commander in
the U.S. Naval Reserve and production test pilot
for the military flying operations at lockheed Corp.
He was married to Betsy Ann Hollowbush in Sep
tember ol 1981. They are currently living in Japan.
Ronald Hutter is the new principal for the Mar
sing Mid-School.

Pic. Cynthia M. HHvrln ('81, AA) has

�
�-
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completed

BHI Faught has written a book entitled "How to
Develop Internships for Liberal Arts Students in
Business and Industry."
Ronnie Austin ('72, PE) is teachng physical edu
cation and health at Passaic County Technical and
Vocational High School in Wayne,

NJ.

Shalf Salhre ('79. Social Work) has

opened a

store, "Sacks Fifth Street," located in Boise.

the Brass Lamp.

Vangie Osborn ('76, Econ.) is in charge of mar
keting for Pioneer Distributing, Sun Valley for Haa
gen Dazs ice cream.

Mons Teigen ('77, Acctg) Is an owner and asso
ciate with the Bernie Friend Agency.

Stanford Seyb ('81, Soc. Sci.) is a water purifica
tion technician for Micron Technology, Inc. in
Boise.
Norman Wright ('81, Mgt) has been appointed to
a management position at Dial Finance in Twin
Falls.
Stephen C. Loone y f79, Art Ed.) is teaching 8th
grade English, journalism and drama at Parma Jr.
High School.

Allen Hopper f79, History, Ed) Is a Specialist
Fourth Class tank gunner in the Idaho Army
National Guard and is also employed in McCall at

L Rochelle Hazelwort!\ ('81, Theatre Arts) has
completed studies at the Gemological Institute of
America in Santa Monica and now lives in los
Angeles and is employed as a graduate
gemologist.
David Shorthouse ('78, Acctg) is chief accoun
tant for Morrison-Knudsen in Boise.
Navy Ensign Scott D. Campbell ('76. BA) has
b.Min commissioned in his present rank upon
graduation from officer candidate school in Rhode
Island.

Shoestring budget

.
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Warwick recalls drama beginnings here

Did he regret the demise of a combined Speech/

By Martha Paterson
BSU News Services

Drama Department?
"Perhaps," he said, "but that was the direction

Former BSU professor John Warwick knows what

speech/drama was moving nationally.

it's like to produce theatre on a shoestring budget.
When he came here there was no theatre arts

"Overall, my biggest reward has been the students
I've had. The students I worked with in theater were

department, no theatre, and few students were

enthusiastic, eager to learn, dedicated and always

interested in drama.

willing to work extremely hard," Warwick said.
"We had some rehearsals during MacBeth where

Now all that's changed, thanks in part to War
wick's determination.

we would work till three and four in the morning

Prior to Warwick's production of King Lear in

no complaints, just commitment.

1967, plays were produced at the Boise College, but

"When I was hired in 1963, BJC was still very

were part of no established department, according
to the emeritus professor who was hired in 1963.

small. Most of the speech classes were held in a

"BJC had no real theater then," he said. "Plays
were put on in the music auditorium."

motive shop," Warwick said "The enrollment was

quonset hut classroom which also housed the auto
less than 3,000 so I got to know everyone. Every day

The music auditorium was BJC's only theater until

I ate lunch with my students in the Old SUB. The

the library was built. Warwick remembered they

entire faculty got together four or five times a year

were given two rooms on the second floor to do
plays in.

for meetings. BSU has really changed."

"The two rooms open into one large room, 50
feet by 50 feet with white walls, ceiling, and floor,"

Garden Valley in a home heated by three wood

'i

Since Warwick retired in 1975, he has lived in
stoves. Cutting twelve cords of wood each winter

Warwick said. "Can you imagine how hard it is to

keeps him healthy, he said.

design for and light a room like that?"
But work with the room he did, in spite of the dif

When he's not chopping wood or plowing his

ficulties. Warwick's first production was Roshomon

road, he serves as chairman of the Garden Valley

in 1964, followed by Moliere's Would-Be Gentleman
in 1965.

library Executive Board of Trustees. Warwick is cur
rently working on an article about listening to

"In 1966 I wanted to do King Lear, but just

depressed people and writing abstracts for the

couldn't come up with enough live bodies," he said.

Forest Service.

"I called my cast together and threatened to aban
don the whole project."
John Warwick

Within a few weeks, Warwick had all the student
actors he needed. The play went on in 1967 and ran
for 10 straight nights.

designed by Warwick after a Shakespearean theater

"Previously the plays we did ran two nights. This
was the first long run," Warwick said.

Warwick used one of the library rooms for the set

in Stratford, Ontario, canada.
"While the theater was being remodeled, Bob
Dewey and I pushed aside the debris and produced

and the other for seating. Almost all of the 200 seats

two plays by Eugene Ionesco-7be Bald Soprano

were sold out nightly.

and 1be Professor. In the spring of 1968 when the

"Putting on Lear was an impossible dream," War
wick said "We had no money. My wife sewed all the
costumes-she'd never made costumes before. The

Subal had been completed, we put on A Midsummer
Night's Dream. "

Maher leads alumni;
d:irectors· elected
Cindy Maher will lead the BSU Alumni Association
Board of Directors as president for 1982-83. Maher,
who took office at the annual meeting of the associa
tion in Boise May 14, served as first vice president
during 1981-82.
Other new Alumni Association officers for the

Response to Subal productions was enthusiastic. A

coming year are: Tom Moore, first vice president;

students and I built the platforms for the stage in the

Midsummer Night's Dream was sold out for virtually

Allen Dykman, second vice president; lone Bell,

woodworking shop. The welding shop made swords

every performance.

secretary; and Jim Broich, treasurer.

and shields."

That fall Warwick directed MacBeth in the Subal,
followed by Moliere's Tartuffe, Benoit Brecht's Three

Michener, Dennis raird, Mike Koloski, and Mark

Warwick continued, "King Lear convinced the

Penny Opera, Voltaire's Candide.and an improvisa
tional theatre.

administration that we needed a Speech/Drama
Department. It was a terribly difficult production
and we couldn't have pulled it off without the dedi
cation of the students."
The Speech/Drama Department was created in

"During the 1968-69 school year we put on five
major productions," Warwick said. MacBeth ran for
three full weeks. School children from out-of-town
came for matinee performances."

1968. Warwick was the chairman of the new

Warwick's fondest memories are of speech and

department.
"I hired a new teacher, Robert Dewey, and he and
I put together the curriculum," Warwick said. "We
also told the administration we needed a theater of

Uiteras.
Serving one-year terms as president's directors are
Leo Compton, Mike Dolton, Twin Falls, Connie
Brusseau, Jeanne Lundell, and Sally Ewing.
Regional alumni coordinators are Gary Ukkel,
Grangeville; Dennis Ward, Twin Falls; Allan Toennis,
Pocatello; Greg Charlton, Lewiston; Jim Countryman,

drama's three year struggle.
"That was really a crusade and I love crusades," he
said. "Before the department started we didn't get

Dan Riley, Seattle, Wash.; and Patience Thort:SOn,

Burbank, Calif.

our own. I asked Vice President Gottenberg to give

money to put on our plays. Afterwards we got our

me S10,000 to convert the Old Student Union Build

funding from the Associated Student Body. Those

ing into a theater. The administration turned me

were three incredibly dynamic years."

down. saying they'd do it right."

Directors are: Gail Heist, Bob Beaver, Roger

Coeur d'Alene; Ivan Rounds, Potlatch; Tracy Miller,
Portland, Ore.; Mike McCarthy, Lake Oswego, Ore.;

The department was separated into a Theatre Arts

The college spent S60,000 remodeling the top

Department and a Communication Department in

1970. Warwick went with communication.

floor of the Old SUB into the Subal Theatre,

graduate candidate for an MFA in sculpture at

20.

OBITUARIES
Puraer "Tim" Boaworth, 38. of Nampa. died April
4 In an automobile accident He received an art
education degree from BSU. He was an emer
gency medical technician with the Nampa Fire
Department

Brian Rippy and M..nda Dixon (Boise) March 25.
carol A. lubcke and Martin Ansell (Springfield.
OR) Feb. 19.

MISCELLANEOUS

Michigan State University.

Eileen Rlordlln ('77.

Nursing) ran in the Boston
Marathon on April 19 in three hours. 23 minutes.
Oouglaa B. Mar• f76, Soc. Studies) has been
voted Outstanding Social Worker ol his district in
Milton-Freewater. OR. He will receive a plaque In

Franc" A. Kincaid 30. of Garden City. died
April 2 In an automobile accident She attended
BSU and was employed by New Way Products.

.Mm Watt. f69. BA) has been selected as 1981
"Man of the Year'" in Harney County. OR.

WEDDINGS

from the Caldwell Soroptimlsts. She Ia a licensed
practical nurse working to become a registered
nurse at Boise State.

Stan Kldwel (76. Art/Adv.) has completed
requirements for a Master of Arts In Interdiscip
linary Studies at Oregon State University in Corval
lis. He will graduate In June, 1982.

David A. 11amett (76. Art) and his wife Lcwetta
Wonacott Barnett f74, BFA) are currently in a four

Kelttlllehop, a 1982 BSU graduate in biology.
will enter Washington State University, Pullman, as

person show at the Ubrary Arts Center In Newport.
NH. She is one of the six artists chosen from Ver
mon� New Hampshire area to be Included In
Dartmouth College·s "Regional Selections Show"
to be exhibited thia summer. David is curremty a

a graduate teaching assistant working toward his
Ph.D. in microbiology.

,

Steven 0. Vogel and Jackie Colina (Boise) March
21.
stlerry Stlebley and Ernest J. Hamilton (Nampa)
March 27.

La-• Herrle and
20

Ashraf Alidjani

(Bolee)

March

Rllndy W. Chapmen and Paula M. Depew (Twin
Falla) March 20.

Cedla Woodrul and Ken J. lrown (Bolae) March

Ywonne

lunch received the "Retraining Award"

salem. Ore. for his achievement

.....,. LaTulppe, who graduated from BSU as
a biology major in 1981. will- as a teaching

assistant while studying toward his Ph.D. in micro
biology at the University of Massachuaetts.
Alums John llwln, John Slott, and Patrick Rua
appeared In the recent Boiee Superstar
production of The Elephant Man.
Russell served as aseistant director in the pro
duction: Elliott played the sideshow owner of the
Elephant Man, as well as two other roles; and Irwin
was cast as the head of the london hospital in the
play.

MII all

I�
•
•
•

J
I

�
I

Nellie Standish Siegmann (AA, Ed., '39), Is
retired and lives In Centerville, 10. She was
,

President of the Associated Women for the 1936school year at BJC.

39

Barbara Wertz Howard has been named as one
o f the Outstanding Young Women of America.
She taught music at Homedale High School for
two years, and presently directs the choir at the
Pocatello First Methodist Church.
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View from C-lass of '82
Students show diversity, intellectual growth

intend to be rich.I want to do something for myself

By Mike Hoffman
BSU News Services

or my family. I'd like to be able to go back someday

and say, 'look guys you can do it. All you've got to do

is try.' "

He escaped the despair of a San Antonio
ghetto. She attended the controversial Demo
cratic National Convention In 1968. He wants to
tell jokes in Spain. She just came off a divorce.
He's an all-American athlete. She's a poet. He is
an avowed Marxist.
The divergent values, goals, and conflicts of
these ten BSU seniors provide a microcosmic
view of a dynamic student body. For each of
them an education has meant something very dif
ferent. For all of them it has presented an oppor
tunity for growth and change.
Together, they represent the Intellectual energy
and social responsibility of Boise State Universi
ty's graduating class of 1982.

For Ron, trying is still very much a reality. He will
take the medical school admission test next fall. This
summer will be devoted to study. But he can handle
it.
"I'm going to be there fall of

'83,

another."

one way or

The renaissance
woman
"I'd like to start my own publishing firm. Wouldn't

that be a riot? But I think I need to be out of the

. It can be exhausting.After one particularly trying
semester, she was ready to throw in the towel. Her

father offered a bribe if she would continue ... a

new banjo. The first day of school she was back in

class.

The capitalist
"The American system, I think it works." So says

soft-spoken, blonde-haired Doug Teater, 25, who

graduated with degrees in finance and construction
management.

Doug calls himself a conservative. He supports a

free market economy and is pro-choice concerning
moral issues. For him, the spirit of conservatism
means "letting people choose for themselves."

university awhile to get some perspective. My mind's

still in comp class.''

Well out of comp class, Karen Ertter, a 22-year old

English major from Boise is empathetic, intelligent

The fighter

and articulate. Her talents include composing and

"I barely graduated from high school." That's diffi
cult to believe coming from Environmental Health
major, Ron Moczygemba. Now 26, he's married, a

father of two and works full-time for the Environ

mental Protection Agency. Ron hopes his solid 3. 5

GPA will get him into medical school.

Things "Veren't always so good. Ron grew up on

San Antonio's tough west side where shootings and

performing vocal and instrumental music, drawing,

and graphic design. She's an athlete and a poet. In

the midst of these many distractions, she maintains a
surprising that Karen represented

�.8 GPA.It's not

BSU at the state Rhodes Scholarship interviews.

With so many to choose from ...? "It's my writing.

Ever since I plagerized Chicken Little in first grade,

I've loved to write.''

knife fights were everyday events.His father left

when Ron was eleven. His mother, with six kids on
her hands and no child surport, had to work all the

time.
"We would have to get ourselves to school. That's
why my brother didn't make it," he remembers.

Ron is the only member of his immediate family to

graduate from high school.

Education wasn't a high priority in the neighbor

hood. Machoism wa'i.

Says Moczygemba, "around eleventh grade I

decided I didn't care if I was the meanest guy in the
block. I just wanted to live and be happy. That's

when I decided to get out."

Doug describes a gradual drift to the right over

the last few years. He began college as a journalism
major, but the changing economic climate encour

aged pragmatism.He asked a number of professors

where the best opportunities lay. Finance and con

struction management were mentioned He decided

to do both.

"I don't care about grades," Teater points out,
"they don't motivate me.''

What he does care about is work. School is for

him as much a means to an end as an end in itself.
Even so, Doug took time to contribute to the univer·
Now, she looks forward to having her work pub
lished. Her poems and essays have already appeared

in the last two issues of BSU's award-winning literary

magazine cold-drill, the last issue of which Karen

co-edited.

Before her experience in the magazine she claims

she "didn't take criticism well." The hours she's

�

-

...._... ..

Ron Moczygemba

His efforts brought him to Mountain Home Air

Force Base, wh�re he took an extension course in
English composition through BSU. The thought of

college level work intimidated him, but he figured

"If I can sit down and write I can handle it."

He hurdled that.Now medical school is the goal.

"I want to go to work and try to help people. I don't

8

gram. Professors and administrators are quick to

compliment his enthusiasm, commitment, and clear
sightedness.

The quality of the work he does is crucial to him.

"A high ideal in my life is professionalism," he

inmates have revealed the necessity of criticism and

off."

ing when they look at my work."

He will go to work full time for Morrison-Knudsen

selection. "I have a better idea what people are see

,·

on construction management, and has been a leader

in the attempts to gain accreditation for the pro

spent sifting through reams of material submitted by
students, teachers, professional writers and prison

k.
l!-.

sity.He served on the President's ad hoc committee

. Karen went to college because she was expected

to. She started at Puget Sound, but left after a year

because "it was an extension of high school.'' She is
full of praise for the contribution made to the uni

explains. "It demands a lot from a person but it pays
Doug is already seeing the results of this attitude.

Company after graduation.He is happy to be enter
ing the corporate world and is ready to defend the

contribution it makes to society.

''I don't think big business is that different from

versity by the non-traditional student. "They want to

the man down the street that owns the donut shop.

rifices to do it.

doesn't deserve it.''

be here," she remarks, "they are willing to make sac
Karen's own career has been something other

than traditional. Since she's been at Boise State she's

worked a number of jobs and is currently employed
as an interior designer.

It has gotten a bad mime. I thnk for the most part it

Doug is sensitive to the problems of the little man
but feels the public sector cannot provide realistic
solutions.
"We've seen a lot of people taking care of people

On paper these are admirable goals. When it comes

to finding a workable plan it's another question. The
cost to aU of us is too great."

The activist
Anomie' was the word inscribed in white on John
Vickrey's blue tee-shirt. Above the word was pic
tured a small city. There issued from it an ominous
mushroom cloud.
Anomie, the sociology major explained, is a social
state in which "all moral fabric has deteriorated.
There is nothing to bind people together."
For Vickrey's money, the world is, at present, in
such a state. The logical outcome-global disaster.
John is a founding member of Praxis, a student
committee for political action. Committed to edu
cating people about their own political potential, the
organization encountered many difficulties. "We
were very idealistic," Vickrey remarks, "we wanted
to start a book co-op and a food co-op. I've never had
any faith in student government. We wanted to push
participatory democracy."
Vickrey has mixed feelings about the university.
He praises many of his professors for offering him an
opportunity to create. "They didn't try to channel
me into thinking a certain way."
On the other hand, there's plenty wrong with the
place. "Everything that's wrong with capitalism," he
argues, "the lack of real democracy. The alienating
effect of competition. People have been indoctri
nated into thinking in terms of themselves and what
they can get."

John Vickrey

There is only one answer ... education. Even that
Vickrey sees as hamstrung by paradox. "I intended to
be a teacher, but they don't want teachers in this
society. They want people to indoctrinate kids."
The prejudices against terms like socialism and
Marxism frustrate John. They are sharp lengths of
piano wire that trip up or strangle attempts to com
municate."All we're proposing is social justice and a
more egalitarian society. They begin to see that it's
logically consistent with our Constitution, that it's
not threatening. .
"I've spent a lot of time and energy trying to
change things."
He's !lot going to be satisfied with a state of ano
mie. "We've got to tum this whole situation around
before something terrible happens."

The jester
It's not easy getting a straight answer out of 27year old Theatre Arts major Tom Hanigan-but like
he says, "What do you expect from a comedian."
Tom dreams of making it as a comic actor. He has
worked with several theater companies, including
Idaho Shakespeare Festival, Idaho Theater for Youth,
and The Lake Chelan Summer Theater. Most
recently, he played Uncle Willie in BSU's production
of "The Philadelphia Story'' directed by Fred Nor
man. One of the very few people to try comedy on a
professional basis in the area, Hanigan last year
wrote and performed original material all over Boise
with the 'Below the Belt' team.

Kathryn Spence

When he's not on stage, you can usually find him
in the north of Spain. When he participated in BSU's
campus abroad program in Onate, he fell in love
with the place, the people, and the passion for life.
Experience isn't the only benefit. Tom has landed his
last two jobs because of his fluent Spanish.
The present economic conditions don't worry him
much. "Everyone's looking for security. It's not to be
found in material things. The only way to be secure
is to find it within yourself. Anyway, comedy's never
easy no matter how good the economic climate. It's
a tough job making people laugh."
It may be tough, but he's not giving up.Says Hani
gan, "You know what I'm afraid of, to look back
when I'm fifty years old and think, I should have
done it. That really is a fear and that's what keeps me
going."

The achiever
Kathryn Spence describes herself as a perfection
ist. The 29-year old information sciences major sees
that as an asset and a liability. It can motivate and it
can inhibit. It made the decision to go back to
school a difficult one.
Kathryn married shortly after high school gradua
tion. She worked as a secretary for several years
before taking the plunge.During her first days at the
university, she recalls, "I was scared to death.I
wanted to be the best." Her doubts about herself
were unfounded.She has received several scholar
ships and was recently named one of BSU's top ten
scholars.Kathryn graduated with a perfect 4.0 grade
average.
·

Pleased with accomplishment, she still realizes
that her perfectionism is often limiting. Grades and
fear of failure have served as primary motivators. She
wonders now if an "A " should have meanr so much.
"A's make me feel good about myself. I don't want to
say I regret it but I think I could have learned more
if I hadn't been so grade conscious.
"When I've made mistakes in classes, I've learned
more from them."
The infatuation with grades she feels means stu
dents are always looking for the "easiest teachers."
1he implication-erosion of academic standards.
Kathryn, the perfectionist, also found herself stud
ying more than was necessary. She was left with little
time to do anything else. When she did venture forth
she enjoyed it. She served as a student representative
to the Foreign Language Department faculty meet
ings, and would have liked to do more. "Anytime I've
done something unfamiliar I find achieving in that
area very exciting. "
Kathryn Spence went back to school to enrich
herself.She has and she'll continue to. At present,
her plan is to become fluent in French and to learn
to play the piano, in addition to excelling at her new
job in data processing. She is still a perfectionist.
Now, she's learning to make it work for her.

The �thelete
"Somehow, I've been able to keep things bal
anced," says accounting major Kipp Bedard.
"Things" include a tough load of accounting courses,
a two-year old marriage to his high school swee
theart, Durena, and playing receiver for the Bronco
football squad.
He has three times been named all Big Sky Con
ference and this year he's an academic All-American.
He's proud of that.It reflects the balance.
Kipp began his university career at Notre Dame
but came home after a year. It wasn't that he didn't
like South Bend. It's just that he's an Idaho boy. In
Boise he could play for family and friends. That's
important to him. So is the outdoors.
Having red-shirted after his transfer, Kipp's on 'the
five year plan.' He's glad he's taken his time. It's a
problem for a lot of athletes.
He explains, "It's hard.You see athletes with poor
educations. They had to choose between studying
and doing athletics.The coaches at BSU encourage
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people, but there's no use whipping a dead horse."

admitted to law school without a first degree. His

Kipp's spent a lot of time in the limelight. It's

3.92 grade average combined with extraordinarily

made him suspicious of jeering, hypocritical arm

high entrance examination scores have convinced

chair quarterbacks.

the admissions board at Willamette of Larry's

"Umpires and referees, I mean, the guy has one set

Today, she shares her enthusiasm and expertise
with the university. Last year she coordinated a con
ference on the role of the non-traditional student.
Along with communications professor Ben Parker,

potential.
At present, he is making a difference at Boise
-

she is currently preparing a survival handbook for
the non-traditional student.
"If you have no involvement you build no credibil
ity." Mercedes' credibility is certainly not an issue.
Last fall, she was asked to head the fund-raising drive
for the establishment of the Frank Church Chair in
Public Affairs and the Len B. Jordan Endowment for
Economic Studies.
"I love to learn," says Mercedes. That for her is the
only valid reason to be in the university environ
ment. She is skeptical of those who look at a bache
lor's degree as a ticket to financial security.

of l"yes. Ht"'s not trying to do his worst. He's trying to
.
do his ht·st ..
For Kipp, the same applies in the political arena.
"People complain about every mow the President
makes. I'd like people to stop criticizing. Support
him until the end of his term. then try to make a
change. If you get several groups just hutting heads.
nothing gets done. Something is better than
nothing."
Rut he do<:>sn't agree with everything the present
administration docs. H<:>'s concerned about tht:'
efth·ts of budget cuts on the elderly and
under-privileged.
Kipp has been offered a job with the accounting
firm of Touche-Ross. but that may have to wait while
he tries pro f<x>tball.
Ideally. he'd balance professional ball with
"punching numbers" in the off season. But if he
can't, that's all right t<X>. "''ve played a lot of football
in my time. If this is the end. this is the end."

The dropout
Q:

A:

Why did you decide to go back to school?
How long can you be apath<:>tic?

It's not surprising that :H-year old English major
Larry Smith matched that question with one of his
own. He prefers questions to answers. Regarding
apathy, Smith remarked, "At lH I didn't know much
about what I wanted."
It wao;n't high school. He dropp<:>d out. It wao;n't a
job. He quit. It wao;n't the anny where he "got a real
good l<x>k at apathy." Even when he and his wife
Chris wre bringing home S2S,OOO a year, Larry found
himself asking, "How can you do the same thing year
after year?"
So he went back to college dedicated to

involvement.

...If I could ch<X>se my job," he conjectured, "I'd
work for the Environmental Protection Agency or
The American Civil Liberties Union. I hope I'm in a
position of responsibility so I can make a difference."
Right now, that goal

appears attainable. Larry is

one of the very few students who this year will be
10

State. He's worked extensively in the BSU writing lab
and participated in the Honors program.
He's ready to answer those who regard that pro
gram as exclusive and elitist.
"Many of the younger students are putting in a
couple of years. Whoever is the slowest sets the pace
for the class. It drags people down."
The honors program, Smith argues, "encourages
students to take responsibility for their own

Mercedes McCarter

education."
Larry is committed to education. He loves and
believes in reading. "I don't see literature as moving
people to action, but people can find it applicable to
everyday life."
At present he is intrigued by Edward Abbey's
Desc.,-r Solitaire. He's planning an honors seminar

that would include a raft trip through Abbey country
from Moab, Utah to the confluence of the Green and
Colorado rivers. The students would discuss Abbey
and compare his book to Thoreau's Walden.
Larry doesn't expect books to provide answers. He
wants new questions and new perspectives. "I'm in
process," he says, "so many students want an ulti
mate answer."
But closed s-ystems don't interest Larry. He wants
to keep rt.-ading. learning and creating. Like he says,

"If there's an answer, why bother to write that novel
or poem or piece of music?"

The non-traditional
When Mercedes McCarter wao; a girl, she left her
Portland home to earn a little money in the Idaho
town of Fairfield. She was going to go to college.
Then she met a local boy. That was that-for awhile.
Now the

4 3-year old hao; finished a degree in com

munications. Her grade average is 3.8.
Involvement is the key for Mercedes. In Fairfield
she wao; a den mother, a 4-H leader, and participated
in Democratic party politics. She twice represented
Idaho democrats at the national conclave and was an
alternate delegate to the controversial Chicago con
vention in 1968.

"I've lived long enough to know that it is fallacious
to assume you can do anything to make life secure.
Everything changes. What an education can give you
is the ability to adapt.
"I hate the attitude

so

many people have here,

which is 'I can go to school and I'll get mine.' There
is no thought for the larger community that they're a
part of.
Mercedes is sensitive to the fears that are an
undeniable element of involvement, "when you stick
your head up you never know if it's going to get pat
ted or shot off."
But growth requires taking chances, and for Mer
cedes "growth is the whole idea"
She isn't stopping either. "When I'm 80 I'll carry
my placards with the gray panthers and embarrass
my grandkids."

Highest honor
Silver Medallion goes to student

thing. I've never gotten lower than a 'B' from
them."

any of

Now that Steve spends a lot of time teaching, he

works to fight intimidation and despair. He knows
what it's like to sit in front of the typewriter for
hours typing one letter at a time.

"I've been there," he says, "and I've

been discour

aged." But the pay-off comes. "They feel great at fin

ishing an assignment."
Steve also realizes that his students aren't the only
winners.

"Nothing is more exhilerating than getting your

knowledge across to others, whether it's teaching,

coordinating an honors seminar, or sitting on the

personnel selection committee."

Steve is looking forward to the future. "I've not

reached my highest potential," he says. At present,

employment is a high priority. It will offer him and
his wife linda a little financial security and the

chance to start the family they very much want.

His career at Boise State has been very successful.

Administrators, faculty and students are full of com

pliments for his work and his attitudes towards it.
Still, he suffers from no delusions about his ability to

rest on his laurels.

"The only real way to convince people to believe
in me is through my performance. I have to be care
ful to continue to support the praise through con

crete achievement," he says.

As one friend notes, "Steve is a person whose eyes

tell a beautiful story of patience which is not resig

nation, of a kindly interest in people which is also a

vital interest in life and things about him."
By Mike Hoffman
BSU News Servlc"

The Silver Medallion is very rarely presented to a
student. At this year's graduation ceremony, how
ever, Steve Muffley came forward to receive the

highest honor that Boise State University can bestow.

Steve, who will graduate in political science with a

grade average of

3.5, is an achiever. Yet, his impres

sive list of accomplishments are not those of a

resume builder. They reflect a deep and constant

concern for others.

He has worked extensively with the United Cere

bral Palsy Institute, and is chairman of an executive
task force created to solve problems for handi�

capped students.

More recently, Steve designed a program allowing

students access to computers for writing and editing

"I've always been able to take life as it comes. I

Steve realizes the unique gift his method of com

munication oft'as to «hem "I�

don't really understand why everyone can't. I

watched my co

my best," says Ste\'e.

workers adjust easily to my communication process

and discover that it is a satisfying personal achieve

BSU begins degree

ment. After they get over the apprehension," he

explains, "I can see joy in their faces, hear it in their

voices. They've conquered something, found it not
as difficult as they might have thought."

Steve doesn't pretend that everything comes easy.

When he started college, he

was frightened that he

wouldn't be able to keep up with the reading load.

That still presents difficulties, but it doesn't com

pare to the problem of convincing certain professors

\

in applied science
Two Boise State University deans have announced

the requirements for the newly approved BSU bache

lor of applied science degree.
Dr. Donald Healas, dean of the BSU school of

of his capabilities.

Vocational-Technical Education, and Dr. William

course that they aren't quite sure I can do it. Those

said that aspirants to the degree will be required to

"I've had instructors tell me at the beginning of a

instructors seem to make me want to prove some-

Keppler, dean of the School of Arts and Sciences,

have at least

64 hours of credit in an approved
64 credit

Vocational-Technical School program and

hours from approved BSU academic courses, primar

term papers. He is currently under contract to the

university as an instructor, teaching students how to

ily from the School of Arts and Sciences.

Boise mayor's committee on hiring the handicapped

in Idaho,

The new degree, the only one of its kind available

use the program. His efforts have brought him the

was approved in early March by the Idaho

State Board of Education.

"Outstanding Handicapped Student Award" this
sprin�.
Steve Muffley is

just do

After being approved by the Vocational Technical

School dean, usually after completing their 64-hour

34 years old. He is quadriplegic and

major, students may then proceed toward the degree

mute.
That hasn't always been so. He has fond memories

by completing the university core curriculum

requirements which include

of walking and talking during a happy Fairfield, Idaho

3-6 credits in English

composition and 12 credits in three fields from cur

was born with
maintained its constant deterioration. It was a matter
childhood. But the cerebral palsy he

riculum area I classes in art, humanities, literature,

music, philosophy, theatre arts or foreign languages.

of time.

In area II core requirements, 12 credits must also
be taken from three separate fields including

The experimental brain surgery Steve underwent

at 17 left him substantially worse than he had been.

anthropology, communication, economics, geog

What about anger?
"Lots of emotions go through any person," he said.

raphy, history, political science, psychology, and

"Sure, I felt angry but everyone feels it."

sociology.
Two fields in area I l l must be represented with 12

cess. He realizes that the bond between him and
others is much more significant than any superficial

physical science, physics, or engineering.

That sort of insight may be the key to Steve's suc

credits in biology, chemistry, geology, mathematics,
An additional

physical dissimilarity.

A grade of a t least C must be earned in all courses

"My best skill, believe it or not, is communicating

and the ability to understand others."

taken to fulfill core curriculum requirements, the
deans said.

Steve talks by means of a porta-printer, a contrap

Electives to complete the total 128-credit gradua

tion equipped with a typewriter keyboard and a
small screen. He

tion requirement for the degree may be chosen from

types his messages one letter at a

these or other fields in the BSU schools of education,

time with a mouthheld wooden wand. The words

business and health sciences, but must

appear like magic, clean precise green on a black
background.

9 credits must be chosen from two

fields in areas II and Ill.

Steve Muffley

be approved

first by the student's academic advisor, they said
11

Promised land
Peruvian sheepherder eyes degree

By Martha Paterson
BSU News Services

Leach coaches kids

From a small village in the Peruvian Andes, Nicasio
Lazano came to the United States, first to herd sheep

Boise State University head basketball coach Dave

and finally to work toward his college degree at
Boise State University.

Leach and his assistant coaches, Prescott Smith and
Mike Conklin, will be conducting two separate bas

Lazano, who will complete his degree in geology/

ketball camps this summer. The first camp will begin

geophysics next year, is returning to Peru this

on Sunday, June 20 and continue through Friday,

summer to work as an exploration geologist for N.L

June 25, l� while the second session will run

Baroid Company. He will make S1,200 plus

from Sunday, July 18 through Friday, July 23. The

expenses.

first session will be for boys and girls from the ages

"This is quite an achievement for a boy who came

of 9-18, while the second camp will be exclusively

to the U.S. to herd sheep at 17, barely able to speak

for high school boy teams.

English," said Dr. Claude Spinosa, chairman of the
BSU Geology/Geophysics Department.
Lazano arrived in Bakersfield, Calif. 10 years ago

Cowboys compete

from Quishuar, Peru where he had been recruited as
a shepherd by the Western Range Association.
"My parents had a band of sheep and my grand

The BSU Rodeo Team has qualified for the

mother was a shepherd, but I had never herded

National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association competi

sheep alone," Lazano said.

tion in Bozeman, Mont., June 14-19.

Lazano, who spoke no English, was greeted by the

Led by national president, Boise State's Jade

rancher's wife, who spoke no Spanish. They com

Robinson, six team members will compete with 24

municated through sign language. She too� him to

teams from 12 regions at the event.

his trailer and band of sheep. Without training, he
herded sheep in California's Antelope Valley for

The cowboys ranked first in recent competition at
Utah State University, Logan, with the College of

three years.

Southern Idaho taking second, and Weber State Col

When his contract was up in California, Lazano

lege, third.
The Rodeo Club men's team ranks second in the

r<.'turncd to Peru where he could neither find a job
nor return to school.

region after nine regional rodeos, with team

"I couldn't find a job or get into school in Peru,

members Lowell Black, Shane Crossley, Tim Black

but I was lucky. I got a telegram from Soulen Live
stock Company in Emmett offering me a job as a shep

and Robinson taking the first four places in team
roping, and Crossley taking second in calf roping.

herd. For three years I worked for S<mlen and saved

Downey Qualls is ranked third in bullriding.

my money. I wanted to increase my opportunities

At Utah State, Crossley was the team star, winning

and a college education was my dream since 1 came
to America."
Lazano said great barriers existed for Indians in

Geology student Nicasio Lazano

leave school.

Peru. noting he had found no similar harriers in the

roping.

Dr. Monte Wilson and Dr. Spinosa convinced him
to stay in school.

U.S.

"When I was a shepherd, the owner would work

"Nicasio was willing to work very hard with just a

and eat with his own men. That would never have

little encouragement," Spinosa said. "He took all the

happened in Peru."

hard courses-calculus, physics-and his grades

Lazano herded sheep from the Swan Falls

came right up."

Grandview area up to McCall and the mountains.
"I liked the Idaho terrain much better than Cali

After his sophomore year, Lazano was offered a job
as research assistant with the BSU Geology Depart

fornia. I like the quiet, the lack of people

ment. "In that job I had a chance to work with grad

sometimes I could go 20 days without seeing

uate students from the University of Oregon and the

anyone-and I liked the four seasons. California was

University of California at Berkeley. I learned differ

always hot and dry."

ent methods of research, as well as different

When Lazano finished his contract with S<>Uien, he
was ready to try college. Although his former

methods of formulating ideas."
Lazano's goal when he finishes his geology degree

employers were not entirely encouraging, he

is to return to Peru where he believes he can make a

enrolled at BSU in the geology/geophysics program.

contribution as an exploration geologist.

"Initially. I had some difficulty with my college
classes. because even though I could read and write

"Peru needs that kind of help. We have many min
erals, but not the technology to retrieve them."

English quite well, I couldn't really speak it."
Lazano said his first semester grades were not as
g<x>d as he had hoped, and he w� afraid he should

first in calf roping, third in bareback riding and steer
wrestling, and with Lowell Black taking third in team

Lazano called the U.S. the promised land saying, "If
you want to badly enough, you can do anything you
want. Opportunities are everywhere."

KIVI to air replays
KIVI-TV, Channel 5, Nampa, will broadcast some

BSU football and basketball games on a delayed basis
during the next three years.
The television station's agreement with BSU,
announced May 19 by Boise State athletic director
Gene Bleymaier, includes a requirement that KIVI
will air 12 half-hour sports shows featuring various
BSU athletic programs.
Those shows will follow the conclusion of the
university's basketball season each year.
KIVI sports director Wayne Dzuback will narrate

the play-by-play broadcasts and will produce the
sports shows.
The station will continue to carry highlights of
BSU football and basketball games in its regular
programming.
c
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People on the Move=======
GEOLOGY
Two researct) papers co-aulhored by Dr.
Spencer Wood were recently published on The
1980 Eruptions of Mount Sl. Helens. U.S. Geology
Survey Professional Paper1250.
Wood conlributed photographs and studies of
ashfall in Idaho in "Areal Distribution. Thickness.
Mass. Volume, and Graon Soze of Aor-Fall Ash from
the Six MaJOr Eruplions of 1980'' and "Proximal
Air-Fall Deposits of Eruptions Between May 24
and August 7."
STAFF
.._ry Lou Crane, business office chief clerk. and
.._udle Garretson, teacher educatoon secretary.
conducted a workshop lor education office per
sonnel in Idaho Falls March19. Seventy people
from seven Idaho school districts partlcipaled.
MATHEMATICS
Alan H_,ath presented a workshop on the use
of calculators in teaching elementary arithmetic al
the migrant education pre-summer school work
shop in Twin Falls April 23-24.

12

COMMUNICATIONS
Dr. Laurel Traynowlcz delivered a paper on
communocatoon and relationshops al the lnterna
lional Communication Association Convention in
Boston. Mass. May 1-5. Traynowicz gave a lalk to
Garden City Optimists on intimacy March 18, and
presenled a seminar on communication skills to a
Boise insurance company March 5.

Or. Marvin Cox attended the Northwest Com
munocation Association Convention April16-18 in
Coeur d'Alene. He conducled a workshop on lis
tening tor the Soil Conservation Service April 6.
Dawn Craner won second prize from the Inter
national Reading Association lor the "Rainbow
Road'' television series shown on KAID-Channel 4.
Craner spoke on power relalions both to the lnter
nalional Associalion of Business Communicators
April 28 and BSU office personnel March 2.

Or. Mary Trapp spoke on ethics and the media
at a symposium al BSU April 29.
Dr. Aobett Boren assisted in conducting a safety
chief course for lhe Boise Interagency Fire

Department March 9. He presented a speech on
supervisory communication to the Bureau of Land
Managemenl in Boose March 18, and participaled
In a U.S. Forest Service intensive semester pro

Harvey Pitman gave a speech, Uslenlng: The
Belter Hall of Communication, at American Busi
ness Women's Bosses Night.

gram March 25 In Portland. Ore.
Boren also presented a talk on communication
and motivalion at Treasure Valley Community Col

MUSIC

lege in Ontario. Ore. March 3. He worked on a
team building workshop tor the Idaho Panhandle
National Forest In Coeur d'Alene May 19.
Or. Ben Parker held a four week series on listen
Ing, assertiveness !raining, small group communi
cation, and general communication skills for
Nampa area residenls March 22-Aprll13. Parker
spoke on conflict resolution lo the Boise National
ForMt Employees Association April 22.

Or. Richard Boylan i!t holding an extended film
making workshop at Roosevelt Elementary School
in Boise.
Dr. Suunne McCorkle chaired a panel on
communication In the future at the Northwest
Communication Association Convention in Coeur
d'Alene Aprll16-18, and was elected
president-elect

Three Boise Stale musicians are participating in
the Boise Civic Opera production of the Mozart
opera Cosi fan Tutte May 27-28 at capital High
School beginning at 8 p.m. both evenings. Gerald
Schroeder will give a preview of the opera both
evenings al 7 p.m. Catherine Elliott Is the produc
tion coordinator. and VIctor Chacon is the stage
director.
Madeleine Hau Is doing a series of lectures and
recitals for the Boise Public Schools Gifted Child
ren Program.

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE

Michael 8. Bixby presented "The Use of Emi
nent Domain in Commercial and Industrial Devel
opment: What is a Public Use" to the Pacific
Northwest Regional Business law .Auociation
Confl!fence Ap ril1 6 in Portland,

Ore.

Heavier grazing
BSU monitors environmental impact

By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

Amid threats to Idaho water pollution control pro

jects because of a predicted 517 million state and

federal funding shortfall for 1982-83, the BSU

Department of Community and Environmental

Health has just completed the first year of a five-year

study of water quality in Meadows Valley.

The project, to monitor the environmental impact

of an increased irrigation season and heavier cattle

grazing in the area, is directed by the department's

chairman, Dr. Eldon Edmundson. It is sponsored by

the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) and the

Idaho Department of Health and Welfare Division of
Environment.

About six years ago, Edmundson said, the SCS

agreed to cooperate with ranchers in Meadows Val

ley to change the management of cattle grazing areas
there to allow them to graze more cattle on the lush

valley pastures each year.

In addition, this year the SCS received funds to

expand Brundage Reservoir, fed by mountain

streams to the north, so that it will hold enough

water to irrigate areas where water normally runs
low in late summer.

During the next few years, Edmundson will study

the environmental impact of the increased irrigation

season and heavier cattle grazing on the area.

"There are no surface waters in the State of Idaho

Eldon Edmundson, chairman of BSU's Department of Community and Environmental Health, samples water
from the Little Salmon River In Meadows Valley as part of a five-year study of the impact of increased cattle
grazing and irrigation.

"The lower the dissolved oxygen content, the

more undesirable aquatic organisms are present in

"This is an excellent way for BSU to provide

supervised pan-time work and research and field

fit to drink without treatment. Spring water is only

the water," he said.

experiences for students," Edmundson said.

said, "and that's where our analysis begins."

we always take a bacteriological sample, since bacte

and will repeat those readings for the length of the
project.

Sediment content is also analyzed, since cattle
break down the stream banks, filling up the gravel

Lee Trevino coming

okay until it comes out into the air," Edmundson

"We know that three things will happen beginning

this summer. More cattle will be in the area; how
many more depends on the price of cattle. Water

pollution will increase because_of that, and there
will be an increased water supply because of the

longer irrigation season. It's our job to find out what
effect all of this will have on the water quality.

"Basically we're trying to find out what is the qual

ity of the water coming into the valley and what is its
quality as it goes out," he said.

The first year of work on the project has been a

study of what is typical of water quality now in the
Meadows Valley grazing areas. Later samplings will

show whether or how that quality is changed by the

"We look at nutrients such as algae growth, and

ria cause a lot of disease," he said.

beds so that they are no longer desirable habitats for
fish and aquatic organisms, Edmundson said.
During the summer irrigation season, samples will

also be taken from the tributaries which drain into

the grazing areas to find out how many pollutants
are coming in from them, he said.

a.m. with a shotgun stan. The tournament will fea

The project costs about $10,000 per year. The

Laboratories, which also does some of the analyzing

by the State of Idaho Health and Welfare Bureau of

free of charge, Edmundson said. The rest of the

then in New Meadows below the city sewage

funds are spent on salaries and travel expenses

resort, and still further north near Riggins to check

water sampling trips alone, several senior students in

quality before the water runs into the Little Salmon
River Canyon.

This year's research has included measurement of

water quality characteristics such as dissolved oxy

gen content, explained by Edmundson as an indica
tion of how good the water is.

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Larry Burke has been appointed to the board of
directors of the Northwest region of the Council lor
Advancement and Support of education, the pro
fessional organization lor university administrators
in development, alumni, and public relations.
Burke also was appointed to the Boise CityArts
Commission last month.
HISTORY
Dr. Mlchllel Zlrlnaky chaired a session on cen
sorship at the Northwest Regional Conference of
the National Council of Teachers of English in
BoiseApril 23-24.

Or. John A. Caylor spoke

on "The Battle of
saratoga: The Second Most Important Battle of the
Revolution"' to the Sons of theAmerican Revolu
tionApril 26.
ALUED HEALTH

Elaine Rockne, director of medical records, and
Cerol Seddon, clinical director of allied health,

includng a clinic and exhibition by Trevino. In addi

more pollution can be expected," he said.

tants to streams, but with a lot of cattle grazing,

above McCall on the Little Salmon River; next,

lagoon, then north of New Meadows near Zim's

June 21 at the Hillcrest Country Club in Boise. A full
day of activities are scheduled for the tournament,
tion, there will be a barbecue and awards ceremony
in the evening.

bulk of that money goes for chemical analysis done

upstream about two miles south of New Meadows,

The Lyle Smith Classic golf tournament, featuring

golfing great Lee Trevino, will be held on Monday,

because they are so low, they don't add many pollu

Tributary flows are very low in August, and

impact of the increased grazing.

Several sampling sites have been selected; the first

He has directed ten sampling trips so far this year

Although Edmundson sometimes goes on the

his public health field training course participated in

the May expedition.

So far, two student researchers, Anita Roberts and

Celia Jones, have worked at analyzing data brought
in from the field expeditions, using on-campus

laboratory equipment donated to BSU by the SCS.

attended the 21stAnnual Idaho Medical Record
Association Spring Convention in BoiseApril
15-16.
Seddon also consulted lor the Education Coun
cil of tbeAmerican Medical RecordAssociation in
Chicago, Illinois. She presented "Methodology of
lnservice" to the Treasure Valley Medical Record
Association in Nampa May 4.
Or. James Jenaan participated in the Montana
Society lor Respiratory Therapy·s annual seminar
in Bilings May 6, supporting trad'tional education
in a debate "Traditional versus Non-Traditional
Education in Respiratory Therapy."

The Lyle Smith Classic will get underway at 9

ture a scramble format limited to the first 128

entries. Immediately following the 18-hole tourna
ment in the morning, Trevino will conduct a one
hour clinic which is open to the public.

Immediately following the golf exhibition, there

will be a barbecue and an awards ceremony to cap
off the day's activities.

Entry fee for the full day's activities, which

includes the tournament, the clinic and exhibition
and the barbecue is S100. A half-day ticket for the
clinic, exhibition and the barbecue will be $15.00.

Tickets can be purchased from the BSU Varsity Cen

ter at the south end of Bronco Stadium beginning at
8 a.m. on june 1.

BIUNGUAL EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL·TECHNICAL SCHOOL

Or. Jay Richard Fuhrlmen delivered the keynote
address "Bilingual Education: a Common Defini
tion·· at the annual meeting of the Idaho Associa

Chick Qulnowakl has been elected president of
the Northwest PlacementAssociation lor the com
ing year.

tion lor Bilingual Education in Burley May 7-8.
Fuhriman also attended the annual conference
of the National Association lor Bilingual Education
in Detroit, Mich., A.pril 5-9 and the National School
BoardsAssociation convention inAtlanta, Ga..
April16-20. He is a member of the Nampa School
Board.

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
ART
Dr. Felix Heap presented a slide show-lecture
on prehistoric art in Europe and the United States
April 25 in McCall.
John IOHmaet. presented a lecture on the use
of slush enamels on steel, etching-scratching, and
a combination of the two at the Pacific Northwest
Enameling Symposium in Seattle, Wash.
April91
- 1.

The Radiologic Technology faculty attended the
40thAnnual Conference of the Idaho Society of
Radiologic Technologists in Coeur dA
' lene April
22-25.
Rex Profit completed his term as president and
lrvce Munk completed his vice president year.
Duane Akroyd was chairman of the conference.
Tom Kraker lectured on "Skull Radiography
Review" and Gary Creyc:hee lectured on "'Radiog
raphy in Retrospect"

EDUCATION

Dr. Wendon Walta made a presentation at the
National Council lor Exceptional Children onApril
13 on "Let Us In: Mainstreamlng-The Cooperative
Effort Between Regular and Special Educators."
Or. John Dahlberg met with intermountain and
midwestern educators inApril at the University
of Utah. salt Lake City, to begin a comparative
study of education programs in developing
nations, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. Such
informal educational systems as mid-wile train
ing, delivery of health services, and semi-skilled
training programs were discussed.
Dahlberg spoke at the recent Bishop Kelly
High School athletic awards banquet on "'Disci
pline, Development. and Dedication."
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Pavilion opens
First event went well

as lectures or meetings can also be accommodated
by the Pavilion's flexible lighting, seating, and sound
systems.
The arena, King pointed out, can be adapted to
practically any audience size by a series of drapes
which hang from the gridwork. Those curtains,
which also will add to the acoustics of the perfor
mance, will be lowered with a system of 32 winches.
The main sound system that will be used by most
performers consists of a large cluster of speakers
which hangs from one end of the ceiling grid. The
cluster includes 24 high and 10 low frequency
loudspeakers.
The pavilion also has a "monitor call," or paging
system that can be heard throughout the building.
The arena is lit by about thirty 1000 watt lamps
mounted in the grid. Adjustable stage lights can be
hung from the grid or placed at other locations to
give additional light, depending on the needs of the
performer.
Four spotlights can be focused from a choice of
eight different locations.
Each spectator in the Pavilion will have an att
ached seat, rather than the bleacher-style seating in
the old gymnasium. The parquet (lower) level, with
orange seats, holds 5,669 spectators; the mezzanine,
with tan seats, holds 2,666, and the balcony level,
with blue seats, holds, 2,910.
An additional 1,128 chairs can be placed on the
floor for concerts or speakers, bring the total capac
ity of the Pavilion to 12,3 73. It will hold 11,245
when the entire floor is being used, such as for bas
ketball games or ice shows.
The basic Pavilion floor is a rubberized product
named Pro-Turf. That can be covered with a variety
of surfaces, including ice or dirt. A portable wooden
floor will be placed on top of the Pro-Turf for
basketball.
While the Pavilion doesn't have its own freezing
system, it does have the power and drainage systems
needed by shows such as the Ice Capades which
bring their own icemaking equipment.
The arena will get most of the public attention,
but other sections of the Pavilion will be used heav
ily on a daily basis by students and faculty, said King.
Those include a "green" room which can be set
up for press conferences, team meetings, or classes,
dressing rooms for men's and women's basketball
and visiting teams, a "star" dressing room, other per
former dressing rooms, a catering kitchen, a large
room for banquets or meetings, a child care center
and "tot lot," five racquetball courts, a recreation
gymnasium, with three basketball courts, a weight
room, training rooms, and coaches offices.
The recreation gym is especially tailored for teach
ing, with acoustic coating on the walls and ceiling.
Women's athletics, basketball coaches, and the
sports information director are housed in the sou
theast corner of the building.
By Larry Burke
BSU News Services

It was ironic, but not intentional, that BSU's brand

BSU took substantial completion of the Pavilion
May 14. but plenty of work remains before it Is
totally finished.
"There is still an immense amount of wiring to do.

The mezzanine level contains ovet 50,000 sq. ft. of
.. 'offi"C�and reception space that can be used by stu
dent organizations. That level also includes a 300yard three lane rubberized jogging track which cir

spanking new Pavilion opened at Commencement

We have a long punch list-it could take up to a

cles the interior of the building.

May 16 to the strains of Pomp and Circumstance.

month before the mechanical systems are in full
operation," explained King.

a crew of about 90 people. Those include 35 ushers,

The occasion was full of pomp, with the building

King said a typical "big name" concert will require

marched in for the ceremony that marked an end to

Multi-colored graphics still have to be painted in
the rooms. hallways, lobbies, and other areas, and

24 custodians, 9 ticket-takers, 14 security guards, 8
technicians, 12 set-up people, and 24 employees to

years of work in the classroom.

some offices have yet to move furniture in.

operate concessions.

filled with organ music as black-robed graduates

And there was circumstance, for the building they

But others, such as King's staff, women's athletics,

Some of those will be hired off-campus, while
others will come from a pool of about 60 students

were sitting in was born with a star over its head,

basketball coaches, and the child care center are

being approved as it was just before the 1 'X, Initiative

already into their new quarters.

King will train.

put the squeeze on higher education budgets, just

Already promoters and performers have heard that
Boise finally has a home suitable for "big name"

staff, all from rental of the building.

before the bottom dropped out of the bond market,
and just before the recession hit the national
economy.
But all that was forgotten as thousands of happy
graduates and their families celebrated an end to
study and the beginning of the Pavilion.
As opening events go, the graduation ceremony

went well, even though wiring for some of the
sound and light systems were "pigtailed" together,
reported Pavilion manager Dexter King.

t4

The Pavilion will be managed by an eight person

entertainment.
"I'm getting three or four calls a day...I practically
live on the phone," laughed King.
While he isn't ready to drop any names yets, King
did say he and his staff are in the process of putting
together some high quality acts for the summer and
fall.
Those acts may whet the appetites of Boiseans
starved for entertainment, but smaller events, such

Lost alumni search continues
The BSU Alumni Office is continuing its search for
"lost" BjC, BC, BSC and BSU graduates. FOCUS readers
who have names and addresses of their classmates can
send that infonnation to 1910 University drive, Boise, Ida

8372';.
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The language connection
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Foreign language and business go togethe�

"
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American businesses lack foreign skills is the coun

guage cannot even count in the liberal arts require

overseas markets often go hand-in-hand, although

try's enormous domestic market. Americans have

ment in Idaho's engineering school."

businesses often fail to understand this, says BSU

had the luxury of making a living at home.

Knowledge of foreign language and expanding

language professor Penny Schoonover.
Schoonover has informally surveyed four Idaho
corporations-J.R Simpfot Co., Morrison-Knudsen
Co., Inc., Hewlett-Packard, and Boise Cascade Corp.
"I wanted to see what foreign language and inter

Schoonover suggested that if businesses actually

All four companies have sent people overseas for
business trips of short duration to extended trips of

want individuals with some foreign language back

several years.

ground, then businesses must demand that, and have
their professional organizations demand that also.

Schoonover found that two of the companies pro

"My questionnaire revealed that these Boise com

vide nothing, leaving it up to the individual to

national skills these companies needed, how they

become a sophisticated tourist. One company gives

panies had not spoken out for foreign language

addressed those needs, and to what extent they con

in-house briefings, detailed literature for brief stays

because no one had asked them to."

tributed to a foreign language and cultural aware

abroad, and total immersion training in San Fran

ness among BSU students planning business and

cisco for longer stays.

ing a language. Problems company officials and

technical careers," Schoonover explained.

One company representative told Schoonover,
"We seldom make arrangements to teach the lan

socializing, using foreign language journals-are

Earlier, Schoonover had talked with the Idaho
Trade Coordinator for the Department of Agricul
ture, finding Idahoans were generally afraid of for
eign trade

_.
Both the small farmers' associations and individu
als have technical problems to overcome before tak
ing the international plunge, Schoonover said.
Schoonover found that although all four Idaho
companies thought knowledge of a foreign language
would be beneficial to the company, none of the

Most people were naive about the nature of learn
engineers need to solve-negotiating, business

guage to employees going to a foreign country. As an

beyond the language sophistication achieved by the

exception we are conducting Spanish classes for

best possible freshman or Berlitz language courses,
Schoonover said.

employees going to a large project in Colombia. In

"While no one expects students to master English,

the future I believe we will do more of this."
If the corporate world of Idaho food processors,

science, history, or math in two semesters of college,

paper products, lumber, and computers understands

our present system does just that for languages," she

that learning foreign language and culture is useful,

noted.
"People I interviewed also seem to think forty

Schoonover asked, how do future executives acquire

hours of a language is generally sufficient.

those skills?
"First, if corporations want MBAs, accountants,

"One interviewee with a European background

companies require knowledge of a foreign language

engineers, or marketing managers with foreign lan

commented, 'There must be some way to convince

as a condition of employment.
"A circle is in effect. Lack of foreign language and

guage and cultural expertise, they are just not asking

Americans to begin early to understand other cul

for it.

tures.' He considered at least one foreign language

foreign culture means lack of confidence about the

"While individuals may say MBA programs need a

and history essential in understanding problems we
are facing now." Schoonover said.

foreign business environment and the lack of busi
ness overseas means foreign language education is

foreign language component, not a single profes

not encouraged."

included a foreign language recommendation in its

require more sophistication than one year of college

professional education considerations. Foreign Ian-

foreign language can provide, she concluded.

One reason, among others, Schoonover said, that

BSU do.nations
keep coming
Usted below are the names of all
Individuals, companies and/or organi
zations who have made donations to
Boise State University or the Boise
State University Foundation, Inc., dur
Ing the month of March, 1982.

For further lnformaHon concerning
contributions to BSU or the BSU Foun
dation, please call the Development
Office at 385-3276.

FRANK CHURCH CHAIR OF PUBLIC
AFFAIRS
Jeanne Alban. Twin Falls
Hazel L Allen, Weiser
William Bailer, Pocatello
Mr. & Mrs. Elton E. Bentley, Coeur d'Alene
Mr. & Mrs. Aubrey Bish, Caldwell
Dolly Blackburn, Rigby
Mrs. Ed M. Bryan, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. W. F. Carleton, Mountain Home
Ted Chu, Ketchum
Ethel A. Clarke, Boise
Diane Clayton, Boise
Esther M. Clover, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Coleman, Coeur d'Alene
Shirley Detty, Boise
Gertrude Enbom, Hayden Lake
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Emerson, Coeur d'Alene
rl•
Mr. & Mrs. Delmar F. Engelking, Boise
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

& Mrs. Charles S. Escher, Boise
& Mrs. H. Kai Eshelman, Meridian
& Mrs. Tom Farrer, Boise
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Cindy Finch, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. L K Floan, Lewiston
John Gabiola, Wendell
Charlotte B. Gale, Boise
Patricia R. Gallagher, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. C. H. Goeckner, Grangeville
John P. Grossman, Pocatello
Mr. & Mrs. Russell D. Harrelson, Hayden Lake
Lynda L Harttey, Boise
Mal E. Haug. Mountain Home, 10
Mr. & Mrs. Herrick Heitman, Sandpoint
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Hopkins. Cald-11
Mr. & Mra. James W. Hopper. Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Howard, Sr Pocatello
Mrs. W. R. Jackson. Fruitland
Becky R. Jorgensen, Firth
John R. Kelly, Coeur d'Alene
Marie T. Kelly, M.D., Jerome
Vern J. Kldd, Priest River
Gilbert Larsen, Rexburg
Keith Larsen, Rexburg
Mr. & Mrs. Diggs Lewis, Sr., Soda Springs
R W. Uttle. Nampa
Mr. & Mrs. D. P. Madsen, Blackfoot
.•

Idaho companies have complex needs which

sional society to which my interviewees belonged

Mr. & Mrs. Owain L Marek, Boise
Mr. & Mra. William T. Matlin. Jr. Bol•
Betty R. Matzek, Eagle
Grant U. Milligan, Nampa
Mr. & Mrs. John Molyneaux. Coeur d'Alene
Mr. & Mrs. Kent Moser, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Darrell Moss, Sugar City
Frank Mosman. Eagle

Mrs. E. B. Neher, Nampa
Julie Nemes, Calistoga. CA
Mr. & Mrs. James Otremviak. Juliaetta
Mrs. Helen Pappas. Delco
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Peterson, Genesee
Mr. & Mrs. Wendell Phillips, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Vayne Proctor, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Erwin C. Sage, Nampa
Richard A. Schwarz. Idaho Falls
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Reich, Idaho Falls
Mrs. Eva Russell, Idaho Falls
Mr. & Mrs. Roy D. Scott Priest River
Mr. & Mrs. Guy Shambaugh, Boise
Juneau H. Shinn, Twin Falls
Ken Smith, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert Smith, Twin Falls
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Smith, Boise
Zeta B. Smith. Blackfoot
Mr. & Mrs. Dean Stapleton, Coeur d'Alene
Mrs. Harold Timm, Nampa

Mr. & Mrs. Phillip J. DeWald. Boise
Or. & Mra. Roy J. Ellsworth, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Wlftlam J. Ewing, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Russell 0. Fereday. Boise
First Security Bank of Idaho, Boise
Norma Gilkey, Eagle
Mr. & Mrs. William 0. Goodrich. Boise
H. J. Heinz Company Foundation, Pittsburgh, PA

Mr. & Mrs. Alfred M. Henderson, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Dale G. Hlger, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Johnson, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. W. F. Kallenberger, Boise
Julie M. Kilgrow, Boise
Miller Foundation, Battle Creek, Ml
Frieda Moss, Boise
Pullman Brick Company, Boise
Safari Motor Inn, Boise

Phy8ical Education Department
Kim Johnston, Coeur d'Alene

Mr. & Mrs. R. B. Rietze, Boise
Don Riley Furniture, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph C. Ungerer, Eagle
Wright-Leasure Investments, Boise

SCHOLARSHIPS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
American Society for Personnel Administration,
Treasure Valley Chapter, Boise
Automotive Wholesalers of Idaho, Inc.. Boise
Ore-ida Foods, Inc.• Boise
Treasure Valley Chapter, ASPA. Boise

ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS
Unrntrlded
Boise Cascade Corporation (Matching Gifts)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Carroll, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L Fulwyler, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Lee E. Huey, Culver City, CA

GIFTS TO SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS

Amos Yoder, Moscow

(*Restricted Annual Fund Donation)

LEN B;•JORDAN ENDOWMENT.FOR

School ol Buel""'

Ann Rutledge, Portland, OR
Mr. & Mrs. Uoyd C. Stenger, Boise

Boise Cascade Corporation. Boise (matching gift)

.•

MORRISON CENTER FOR THE
PERFORMING ARTS

Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Bolinder. Boise
The Bon, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Bert A. Burda, Boise
Mr. & Mra. Richard M. Chastain, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. J. Roger Compton, Boise

School ol Bual""• Scholarshl�
Idaho CPA Wives Association. Southwest Region
Intermountain Gas Co., Boise

Columbian Club, Boise

J. A. Albertson, Boise
Gordon Allott. Englewood, CO

Winfield G. Jones. D.M.D Boise
Edith Miller Klein, Boise
Warren E. McCain, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. C. Harvey Pitman, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Sinclair, Twin Falls
E. L Sullivan, Boise
Or. & Mrs. Richard 0. Vycital, Boise
Nellie C. Wahl, Sl Anthony
Ben H. Weigand, Nampa
Diane Louise Walker, Moscow
Mr. & Mrs. Lyman 0. Wilbur, Boise

Larry Bar"" lnduatrl" Scholar.tllp Fund

Columbian Club Endowed Student Loan Fund

Accounting Department

School ol Education

& Mrs. William J.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
Larry Barnes Charitable Foundation, Boise

ECONOMIC STUDIES

Mr.

Man'• A�
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Walker•, Encinitas. CA
Pavilion
Mr. & Mrs. Tony J. Beaver, Boise
Boise Cascade Corporation, Boise (matching gift)

Wilda J. Van Patten, Boise
Thomas G. Waldram, Hayden Lake
Mr. & Mrs. Neal Welch, Boise
Frank B. Wheelock, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Westfall, Weiser

Brownfield Building, Inc., Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Pete Cenarrusa, Boise
Frank M. Davison, Boise
Mrs. W. H. Detweiler, Twin Falls,
Mr. & Mrs. Lee R. Dorman, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. Vern L Gurnsey, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. George V. Hjort, Boise

Dr. Robert A. Hibbs, Boise
Frank A. L.eaain g. Boise
Anne Maqeka, Bolee
Gayte Pedersen, Boise
J. Rob.trt Tullis, CPA. Boise
Trus .Joist Corp., Boise

Kfine*, Boise

School ol Health Sclanc..

,.,JIIJIII..tJtf

·)")h\ ,\t., H\
;Ui!J·.f Jfh

Department ol Nuralng
Julie Hall, Boise

CommunlcatloM FacuHy Scholarship Fund
Mr.

& Mrs. Harvey Pitman, Boise

Clartl: a Ada Hatch Scholarship Fund
Ada Y. Hatch, Boise

L.Jcfl

Nuralflil Scholarship
June R. Penner*, Boise

Unlvarslty Community Health Sdanc:" A
..
oc:.
Les Bois Veterin1ry Hospital, Boise

School ol Vocational-Technical Education
Roger M. Brazier, Boise
Carnation Can Company, Nampa

Honors Program
Boise Cascade Corporation, Boise (matching gift)

Idaho Refugee Aaaate
tl mant Pfogfam
General Foodservice Supply, Boise
Joyce larsen, Boise
Mary Pichon, Ketchum
Ubrary
R E. Allworth, Boise
George F. Baggley. Boise
Ecumenical Association of Churchee In Idaho,
Boise

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

VIncent Aguirre Memorial Scholar.tllp
Bogus Basin Recreational Assn., Inc., Boise

Bartha Schooler Memorial Scholarship
Mr. & Mrs. Ray Gambling, Boise

Helen Waetfal Memorial Scholartlalp
Alice H. Hatton, Boise
Patricia

K. Ourada,

Boise

MEMORIAL

In M.-y ol M8ftln J. Ourada, to the
lhtofy Oepertment
Contributed by members of the History
Department
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You are a reporter ...
We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself. your
brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends-anyone who ever
:mended Boise State University. And, at the same time, include their currem addresses.
Many thanks for covering this very special ''beat'' for FOCUS. Send to FOCUS. Alumni
Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.
Name

--------�--

Address
City, State, Zip
Year Graduated

Major

______
--=--------------

Newsltem

;

Class of '82

May/June

